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TODAY:

Partly

THE M URRAY S TATE

Sunny.
High: 60's.
....__ ____. Low: 40-45.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: Low 60's. Low:40's
SUNDAY: Showers.
High: 60's. Low: 40-45.

April 17, 1998
Vol. 71, No. 27

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Alumni Auction '98, sponsored by the office of developmental and alumni affairs,
attracts alumni to campus
this weekend to re-live old·
college memories.
See pagt:

Alexander nets .l ittle support
•Administration: The
results of a recent review
of MSU President Kern
Alexander by the faculty
showed little support.

2 .BY CHRISTINE HALL
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR AND

jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI

OpE'd

NEWS EDITOR

The Faculty Regent forum on
Tuesday brought up the subject
of administrative evaluations
which were available for faculty
viewing Monday.
Administrative evaluations
have not been done at the University since the spring of 1996.
The purpose of these evaluations was to give the faculty the
Seepage
opportunity to rate top administrative positions on performance.
The evaluations are not
allowed
to be viewed by the
A cartoon o n Comedy Cen·
public according to Ann Landitral about four young boys
ni, president of the Faculty Senand their adventures in life
ate.
has taken Murray State by
"Under rules of the senate, we
do
not have the provisions to
storm. Learn more about
make
it public," she said.
"South Park." and how some
Fifty-six to 57 percent of fac- ·
students want Comedy Cen- ulty members given surveys
tral for their basic cable.
· responded.

What is your stand on the
abortion issue? Both sides
are given a chance to present their side of the argument.

5

Collegel{/e

Seepage

Landini said this percentage
of response is normal.
"It is in line with past evaluations," she said.
A tenured professor, who
wishes to remain anonymous,
said when he looked at the final
percentages of the evaluation
he saw many of the faculty disagreed with the performance of
President Kern Alexander.
"Figures which I saw indicated that between 50 and 60 percent of faculty either disagreed
or strongly disagreed with
retaining President Alexa.'nder
in his current position," the professor said. "I don't know what
specific action should be taken,
but I would hope the Board considers very seriously the significant lack of support which the
president is experiencing and
ways to rectify this situation be
sought and implemented immediately."
He said relationships between
the faculty and the president
were also a target for teachers.
"Other sections of the evaluation which involved the working
relationships between the faculty and the president received
even higher disapproval ratings, approximately 70 to 80

percent than did the question of
he said.
The professor said despite the
results, the Board may vote differently.
"I can not speak for the
Board, although what I have
observed indicates that the
Board would give a higher rating," he said. •I therefore doubt
that the disapproval rating of
faculty will have much impact."
Fred Miller, marketing professor, believes the results can
be a valuable source of unfiltered information for the Board.
"Although I have not yet seen
the results, in my discussions
with faculty I know this is not
simply the result of the health
care issue," said Miller.
The candidates for faculty
regent discussed their reactions
to the evaluation.
"The percentages speak for
themselves," Ray Conklin, professor of music, said. "A pattern
of evaluations can have an
influence on a board as it
changes."
Jim Rudolph, professor of
agriculture, said he did not support Alexander as a candidate
retention,~

Evaluating the president
The following are the criteria the faculty used to rate MSU President Kern Alexander's job performance.
Scale:

=

=

1 Strongly Agree
3 Disagree
2 =Agree
4 = Strongly Disagree
5 No basis for judgment or not applicable
Statement s:
1. Effectively represents the university.
.
2. Ensures that positions are filled with competent personnel.
3. Ensures that promotion and tenure are made fairly.
4. Assures that equal opportunity employment procedures
are followed.
5. Articulates and promotes appropriate priorities within the
university.
'
6. Ensures allocation of funds in a manner reflecting academic
values.
7. Promotes academic excellence.
8. Defends academic freedom.
9. Promotes positive faculty morale.
10. Communicates with the university community in a timely,
responsible manner.
11. Encourages and supports innovation.
12. Encourages a cooperative relationship between faculty and
administration.
13. Accepts faculty recommendations in university governance.
14. Exhibits integrity.
15. Maintains credibility.
16. Is an effective administrator.
17. Is can effective leader.
18. This president should be retained.

=

Source: Faculty Senate

Please see REVIEW/12
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Faculty Regent
candidates speak

Snake charmer
The Murray
State Thoro ughbreds
lost to
Southern Illinois University Wednesday at Reagan
Field.

Conklin feels very strongly the Univer·
•Faculty: The three candidates
sity
needs to be competitive in salaries
for Faculty Regent addressed
with other universities of Murray State's
their possible constituency m a size.
forum held Tuesday.
"We need to move salaries to bench.
BY CHRISTINE H ALL

AssiSTANT Ntws EDtTOt

Three candidates vying for the position
Seepage

of Faculty Regent discussed their qualifications and views Tuesday in a forum for

JO

BreakingNews
Wellness center
plans cancelled
Plans for the construction of
a proposed wellness center on
Murray State's campus were
ceased Wednesday, after hospital officials voted not to
build on leased land.
The 6-4 vote by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Board of Commissioners to
only build on their own land
ended negotiations with Murray State to build the anticipated wellness center.
The Board also voted to
sever its relationship with the
YMCA. The YMCA would
have been the third partner in
the joint arrangement.
Danny VowciVThe News
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Aaron Armstrong of Murray reacts to Isis, a Burmese python, outside
t he C urris Center yesterday morning.

faculty.
Ray Conklin, professor of music~ Jim
Rudolph, professor of agriculture and
James Willis, associate professor of elementary and secondary education, are
the candidates. They spoke to the faculty
on issues concerning salarv. health care,
the budget and how, if they were Faculty
Regent, they would work for the faculty in
getting the best out of being a teacher at
Murray State.
Conklin has been an educator at the
University for 25 years and has been
president of the Faculty Senate for three
terms and interim chair of the music
department for two years and three
months.
He said he has an understanding of the
history and culture of the University.
"I feel very deeply about the University
and all of the academic programs, the students, faculty and staff and it is because
of my concern for all of these areas and
the encouragement of many of my colleagues that I am motivated to seek the
position of Faculty Regent," Conklin said.
"Murray State has given me many great
opportunities during the past 25 years,
and I am now prepared to give back to the
University three quality years in return."

mark. We need to move Murray State
salaries from the bottom of the list of
Kentucky universities to the top of the
list," Conklin said. "Indirectly, we need to
increase entry-level salaries to attract
new faculty."
Conklin also said the University is
lncking in many areas related to students.
·
"We need to increase the University
scholarship budget because that has only
been increased two times in 14 years," he
said. "I want the R~gents to interact with
the students in their classes and certainly talk with the faculty so they can make
clearer decisions and provide better leadership."
Jim Rudolph came to the University in
1973 and was the Faculty Senate vice
president in 1990. He has also won the
Board of Regents award for Teaching
Excellence.
Rudolph said his years of experience
under several administrations have
helped him.
"I think an advantage I have in having
been here for a number of years is the
experience [ have gained serving under
several administrations," he said. "A lot
can be learned from the mistakes that
have been made in the past."
He said one of his main focuses if elected Faculty Regent would be to recruit and
retain faculty and students.
Please see FACULTY/12

Sister Soleil singer speaks of inspirations
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COlL£GE LIFE EDITOR

Many musicians come and go so
fast it is hard to even remember the
names of the groups anymore. The
industrial band Sister Soleil has
just released its new album Solari·
um and will soon be appearing at
Murray State.
Sister Solejl began through the
inspiration of Stella Katsoudas.
She recorded her first CD, Drozm
me in You, in 1997 and then began
to form the b_and. The band mem-

hers have been together for the
past two and a half years, spending
most of that time touring.
They have performed anywhere
from small clubs to large arenas to
outdoor festivals.
"The only thing that is weird is
playing auditoriums because the
people just sit there," Katsoudas
said. "Audience participation is
very important, and it is hard to
make a connection with people sitting there quietly."
Sister Soleil's music is mostly a
combination of industrial, pop and

English big beats. It can )>e most
easily classified as etectronic
music.
"Drown Me In You was a mixture
of really dark music with ambient
vocals," Katsoudas said. "But the
best way to identify with it would
be Beauty and the Beast."
Sister Soleil is made up of eight
members, five men and three
women, but all and all the heart
and soul of the group is clearly in
Stell~ Katsoudas.
"You could say that I am the
leader of it," Katsoudas said. "It

was my vision, and I got these really good musicians to bac.k me up. I
told my band in the beginning I
would be loyal to them if they were
loyal to me, but they are my family
now. I would kill for them."
Stella Katsoudas is many things.
She is a singer, songwriter, dancer
and playwright. She has been compared to many people and been
called many things. Just don't call
her a diva; it will only make her
mad.
"It really pisscs me off to be comf>Jca.'ie see

BAND/12

Show time
Sister Soleil
will be playing
Thursday night
at 7:30 on
Cutchin Field.
The show is
free. The
opening act
will be the
Chip Daddies.

. ·2

New-s
NewsBriqfs

CSC Challenge test
to be offered
The state challenge test
for CSC 199, Introduction
to Information Technology,
will be given April 25 at 9
• a.m. in Room 209 of the
Business Building North.
The test fee is $15 and
must be paid in advance.
Contact Sarah Strange at
762-2094 for more information or to request an
application. .

jazz band holds
free concert
The Murray State University jazz Band will present a free concert April
20 at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
The program will include
big band selections such as
"On
Green
Dolphin
Street," "Another Time,
Another
Place"
and
"Channel On·e Suite ."
Vocal soloists will perform
during performances of
"Fever" and "Somewhere
Over the Rainbow.''
For more information
contact john Fannin at
762-6449.

Wickliffe Mounds
hosts fair
The Natural Environment Fair and Woods
· Walk will be held at Wickliffe Mounds Research
· Center Saturday and Sunday to increase participants' knowledge of the
· natural environment of
::western Kentucky.
; Environmental education
-specialists will share information about a variety of
subjects, including plants,
geology and animal rehabilitation.
Woods walks, hosted by
Victoria
Fortner, are
scheduled at I0 a.m. and 2
p.m. each day. For more
information, call 335-3681 .

· Faculty violin
recital Saturday
. Priscilla Hallberg, violin. ist and MSU faculty member, will present a solo violin recital Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Perform ing
Arts Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The concert will feature
a variety of works written
for violin without accompaniment by Bach, Hindemith,
Paganini and
Ysaye. There will be a
world premiere of a composition by Hallberg for
violin and tape "Stream of
Conscious."
Admission is free.

· Banquet canceled
The center for Banking
and Finance seminar, titled
"Focus on Banking and
· · Commerce," has canceled
: · its luncheon and dinner:

..'

Brtefs complied by Beth
Bradley, staff writer

Food services
taking chan.c es
•Food services: The Racercard program will be getting a new face to compliment modifications with
the campus fogd services.
BY LEEANN W ILUTT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State Food Services
has made many changes concerning the entrees offered.
These changes have been primarily centered in Winslow
Cafeteria, although minor
changes have also been made
in Fast Track and the Sugar
Cube.
The first change made concerning the entrees offered in
Winslow is the addition of a
deli line. A Christie Cookie
kiosk has been incorporated
into the deli line. Bill Benriter,
director of food services, said
students seem to be enjoying
the new deli line.
Jamie Rich, sophomore from
Bartlett, Tenn., said, "I enjoy
the deli line because of its variety of fat-free meats."
Additional
change~
in
Winslow Cafeteria include a
hot dog machine with all the
traditional condiments. A hot
dog machine has also been
added in the Sugar Cube. Also,
a pastry and fresh fruit line bas
opened for breakfast and weekend brunch.
On the salad bar, more
improvements have been made.
Students are now given the
option of making either a chef
or Ceasar salad. A Salad of the
D!iY is an addition which many
students find appetizing.
Plans are being made to
begin a pasta bar and Italian
line as well. Benriter also projects the availablity of selfserve toppings for soft-serve ice
cream on Saturdays and Sundays.
Students appreciate the new
additions in food services.
"The hot dog bar and Caesar
salad make great lunches. I
really like the minor improvements like the salad of the day
and the addition of straws for
beverages," Sarah Acles, sophomore from Jasper, Ind., said.
Students may wonder why
these improvements are being
made when the academic year
is coming to a close.

"Last year, things were going
in just the opposite direction,"
Benriter said. "Hart Deli had
plans to close, and Pony
Express was already closed. We
were facing lots of concerns
finantially. The increase of
enrollment in residential colleges and cuts and changes
helped financially free up
money."
Benriter said before changes
could be made, the department
had to be certain of the uprising financial trend continuing.
Benriter plans to continue
offering students the new additions and improvements next
semester if students continue
responding favorably.
Freshens is discontinuing the
sale of ice cream by the scoop.
Benriter said students do not
purchase this type of ice cream.
Freshens plans to replace the
item with smoothies. He says
these a re a healthy meal
replacement for students wishing to watch their weight and
eat a quick meal.
"It is a financial gamble for
us," Benriter said. "However,
these products have been very
popular on other college campuses.''
The Racercard program will
also undergo many changes
next year.
Racercards will be specialized for the individual residential colleges. Each college will
have a different color faced
card. Incoming freshmen will
be given these cards, and
•
returning students will be
given the opportunity to purchase their coll~'s card for
$6:25 (half the price of a
replacement card) from Sept.
23 to Oct. 23.
Racercard will no longer 'offer
declining balance use at offcampus locations after May 8.
Benriter was very disappointed
about this.
"Students really enjoyed
using declining balance, especially on weekends," he said.
"On Mondays, we would receive
four or five pages of stu dents'
off-campus use."
"' like using declining balance off campus because it
gives me the opportunity for
more variety for meals. I am
really upset that it won't be
continued next year," ' Lisa
Compton, freshman from
Franklin, Ind. said.
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Reflections

Danny Voweii/The News

Donna Edeleman, sophomore from Grand Rivers, takes time out Tuesday to look at her
copy of The Shield. Yearbooks may be picked up In 116 Wilson Hall.

Faculty 'not amused'
by proposed raise
•Faculty: An additional
one percent has been pro- ' ' The main quesposed to the original
tion here is.
salary raises, however
'Where has all
health care is still posing
the money
concern for employees.

get would be cut because
health care claims are projected to reach $4,004,857 for this
fiscal year. The budget cut
would force employees to pay
for the additional coverage of
their dependents.
gone?' ' '
Currently, the administra- WATNE BELL,
BY j ENNIFER SACHARNOSKJ
tion has four possible contribuPROP'E8SOR OP MATH
NEWS EDITOR
tion alternatives for the health
care costs. All of the plans vary
The University administra- University budget has been in the amount of money
tion is planning to present the increasing, one has to wonder employees
would
spend
Board of Regents a proposal to
depending
on
the
coverage
of
what the money is being spent
increase employee salaries by
children
and
spouses.
on."
1four percent.
...,
Denton said nothing has
Tom Denton, associate vice
The initial proposal called for
president of finance and been determined at this point,
a 2.25 percent raise for the
accounting, said because of the but the alternatives are a
employees maintaining a satisincreased raise, the University means to start discussion.
factory performance level, couThe lowering of health care
is now on a much tighter budp led with a .75 percent meritand the proposed
benefits
get than it would prefer. Denbased increase. Three percent
salary raises are directly relatwould then be the average ton said the increased funds for
ed, Denton said.
the
raise
came
from
a
multiincrease for all employees.
"Murray State contributes
Many of the faculty are "not tude of funds making it diffiabout
twice the amount of
amused" by the new proposal cult to pinpoint.
••w e are doing everything funding toward the cost of
which is a mere one percent
within
reason to h elp in some health care funding than other
raise increase over the original
way
offset
the decrease in Kentucky public universities.,.
offer, Wayne Bell, professor of
said.
"However,
health care benefits," Denton Denton
math and statistics, said.
salaries for the University are
Bell said it undermines the said.
lower than other Benchmark
Health
care
costs
have
been
University's credibility when
schools."
source
of
conflict
between
the
the administration says there
Denton said in order to comis no money and then pr_9duces faculty and the administration
pete
with other institutions on
since the proposed budget cut
more.
''The main question here is, of approximately $1 million. the side of salanes, the health
'Where has the money gone?"' The budget would remain at care side had to be adjusted to
Bell said. "At the same time the $3.2 million; however, the bud- compensate.

a

Alumni. weekend includes all students
Yearbooks, a 1997-1998 autographed OVC championship
basketball, a MSU 75th
Anniversary package, Nolan
Ryan Plate Collection, the
shooting script from "L.A. Confidential" and many more
items.
BY j ENNIFER PIERCE
The proceeds from the aucSTAFF W RITER
tion will go toward the renovaMurray State will begin its tion of the upper level of the
celebration of Alumni Weekend former Uriiversity Church of
this morning starting with a Christ building. The new area
silent auction. Events will con- will serve as an alumni house
tinue through Sunday ending and will include four offices,
with the President's Concert.
two lounges and an auditoriAlumni Weekend is spon- um. The auction from Alumni
sored by the Office of Develop- Weekend 1997 raised about
mental and Alumni .Affairs and $17,000 for the project.
the Student Alumni Associa- ' "We hope that the auction
tion. This year's events will turns out to be just as s uccessmark the University's 75th ful this year," Patty Jones,
Anniversary and class reunions assistant director for Alumni
Affairs, said. "We have tried to
of 1948 and 1958.
The silent auction begins at acquire items that will incorpo9:30 a.m. today and continues rate current students as well
until 6:45 tonight. It is being this year. Our goal is to encourhcld in the Curris Center Small age students to be more
BaiJroom and is open to the involved in this weekend's
activities."
public.
being
auctioned
At noon today there will be
Items
include several savings bonds, an Emerilus Club luncheon to
l4K gold earrings, Diamond honor the Class of 194R, and at
Rw concert tickets, 1997 Shield 5:30 p.m. then· will h<• a Class

•Alumni: The Office for
Developmental and Alumni Affairs invites all alumni and students to an
alumni weekend.

of 1958 Welcome Reception.
Alumni Auction '98 will begin
at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center
Large Ballroom. The auction's
primary attraction will be ••20
Nights On The Town."
For this attraction, the Office
for Developmental and Alumni
Affairs will be selling keys in
the Curris Center through
today to unlock the "magic
box." The keys sell for $1 each,
six for $5, or 15 for $10. Each
person with a key will be given
a chance to unlock the box Friday from 7 to 8 p.m. The person
with the fitting key will receive
more than $400 worth of dinner gift certificates. Various
participants include The Big
Apple, The Brass Lantern,
Campus Coffee Shop, Cracker
Barrel, Dutch Essenhaus,
Logan~s Roadhouse, Pagliai's,
Sirloin Stockade and others.
Additional live auction items
include a $75 gift certificate for
Outback Steakhouse, a 1998
Sara Lee Classic Golf Package,
two Atlanta Braves tickets, two
Nashville Symphony tickets,
two St. Louis Cardinal tickets,
the chance to be an assistant
coach for a Murray State Racer

football game, an autograph ed
Miami
Dolphins
helmet
(Jimmy Johnson), an autographed UK Basketball (Tubby
Smith), dinner at Oakhurst
with the Alexanders, a ski
week in Aspen, Colorado and
many many others.
At 10:30 tomorrow morning
there will be a Distinguished
Professor lecture in the Curris
Center Barkley Room. Dr. Rose
Bogal-Albritten will be the
guest speaker. At 1 p.m., the
Blue/Gold Scrimmage will take
place at Roy Stewart Stadium. ·
The Alumni and Friends
Banquet will take place at 6
p.m. tomorrow in the Curris
Center large ballroom. At this
time, the 1998 Distinguished
Alumnus awards will be presented, the classes of 1948 and
1958 will be recognized and
there will be a tribute to the
MSU faculty emeritus, Bob
Baar.
The two recipients ofthe Distinguished Alumnus awards
are Edward McFarland, M.D.
and Donald Oliver.
McFarland is a graduate of
1978 and is the director of
sports medicine and shoulder

surgery at John Hopkins University. He is also the consulting team orthopedic surgeon
for the Baltimore Orioles base·
ball club.
Oliver, class of 1967, is the
manager of nuclear and sensor
research at Western Atlas
International, a multinational
company engaged in oil and gas
exploration by seismic and oil
well logging methods. Oliver
holds 10 patents for his innovations in the oil and gas indus-

tr~udball

1998, another of
Alumni
Weekend's
main
attractions, will take place
throughout the day tomorrow.
The games will take place
behind Winslow, and there are
17 groups participating. There
will be tnany prizes awarded,
but they will not be announced
until the games are over.
"We are hoping for a good
turnout this year," Leander
Peters, president of the Student Alumni Association said.
"The entire campus is invited
and it should be a lot of fun for
everyone, alumni and students
included."

New-s
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Senate holds
forum on
unionization

3

Election results final
•Staff Congress: Election results and said she feels there is a lot to be done
from last week are in for the new in the Congress.
"I'm pleased to be re-elected," DeNezzo
representatives for Staff Congress.
said. "I feel a lot needs to be done, and I'm
glad to be a part of the Congress."
DeNezzo hopes to look in to benchmarkSTAFF WRITfR
ing for the staff. She also hopes to get more
recognition for the staff on campus. This is
Elections were held AprillO to fill posiDeNezzo's third term on the Congress.
tions in the Murray State Staff Congress.
Also re-elected to the Congress was VelTen representatives were elected in the
vet Wilson from the executive/manageriareas of secretarial/clerical, general, facilial/clerical group. This is her second term .
ties management and executive/manageri"fm excited to continue on Staff Conal/professional. Also elected were two atgress,"
Wilson said. "I hope to help
large representatives.
improve
working conditions. This is a good
The job of the Congress is to serve as a
liaison between the University staff and way to stay informed and keep individuals
administration. It was established in 1983 in my group informed about what is going
following approval by the Board of on."
Regents.
·
Dorothy Barrow, chair of the credentials
Staff Congress Results
and election committee, said she is pleased
Group A- Kimberly Bradshaw
with the turnout of the election.
Christine DeNezzo
"We had a pretty good turnout," Barrow
Group B- Dorothy Harpole
said. "We had 280 voters come out, about
one-third of the staff."
Georgia Keel
Barrow said there were no disputes conGroup C- Walter Proctor
cerning the election r~sults. The new repAnnie Sims
resentatives will take office July 1 and be
Group
DVelvet
Wilson
expected to participate as an active memGina S. Winchester
ber from then on.
Group E- L. Jean Bailey
Christine DeNezzo was one of the representatives elected to represent the secretarMary H. Boaz
ial/clerical group of Staff Congress. DeNezzo was pleased with her win in the election
John Simanowitz/The News
BY D ONALD LAWSON

STAFF REPORT

Faculty Senate wilJ host a forum Mon·
day at the Freed Curd Auditorium featuring guest speakers to discuss Murray
State unionization.
Speakers at the meeting will include a
panel from the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), as well as representatives from the Community College Faculty Alliance, which is also a member of
theAFr.
Faculty Senate President Ann Landini said the purpose of the meeting is for
faculty to receive information on collootive bargaining and on the purposes of
unions.
Faculty Senate approved to have the ,
AFT come to its meeting Tuesday.
March 3. The Senate showed its
approval for collective bargaining when
it $uppol'ted. a public collective bargaining bill that was in the Kentucky General Assembly last month.
The meeting will be held from 3:30 to
5 p.m .. and will be open to the public.

Police Beat
April S, 1998
1 :38 p.m. Leslie J . Ewald rePorted the theft of her book bag while in the
Waterfield Library. The book bag was retumed but missing two books.
4:41 p.m. Shawn Evans reported the theft of his bicycle from near Hester
College.
Aprll9, 1998
1 :31 a.m. There was a noise complaint In the area of Clark and Elizabeth
colleges.
1:38 a.m. There was a noise complaint of the same group near Clark and
Elizabeth colleges. The group was advised to leave the area.
12:35 p.m. Leigh E. Mahoney reported the theft of her purse containing
personal property from her vehicle parked near the Special Education
Building. The vehicle was locked and there was no forced entry.
Aprll 10, 1998
10:02 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched for a worker who fell between
Winslow ·and Hart College. He was transported to the Murray-Caltoway
County Hospital.
Aprll11 , 1998
· 8:38 p.m. Springer College reported a noise complaint of loud music.
April 12, 1998
11 :47 p.m. Tim Sparks reported his vehicle being vandalized while
parked behind Waterfield Ubrary. SOmeone had written words on the
hood of the car in crayon.
Aprll13, 1998
2:26 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Doyle Fine Arts Center
for a student having a seizure on the eighth floor. She was not trans·
ported.
Aprll14, 1998
10:38 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Carr Health for a student
with an injured ankle. The student was transported to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
7:09 p.m. A noise complaint was reported for loud music between
Springer and Franklin colleges.
Racer Escorts - 6

lnfo""ation for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

COLLIGI GRADUATI M1F

Visit us online!

WHBOMUSFOR

COLLEGE DIPLOMA.

'
HAIR

SAlOn

Trouble
finding an entry
level position compatible with your
college major?
You might be eligible for a·
cash bonus, rapid promotion and
specialized training. Check with
your local Army Recr uiter.

1415 Main Street
753-4700
Nex t to Matt B' a

•
Visit us on the Wo rld Wide Web at

http:// www.thenews.org
Pro duced by The Murray State News in cooperation
with LDD, lnc.-Ciearly the Best!
Tc subscribe to LDDNet call 1-800-455-1608.

Motorist Asslats - 11

$1 Off
any product or service
with this coupon

442-2949

Seniors, only as days until Braduatlonl

ARMY. II ALL 1011 CAN 11:

Brandon Kirkham -- SGA Secretary
Ben Gross -- C~llege of Science Senator
Tim Hanis -- IFC Vice President
.·

Mike Arnett
Max Cirenko
Curtis Baker
Big Dave
Stephen Rust
Guido Harris
Steven McDaniel
Kevin Garrett
Ryan Hayes

Bryan Turley
ohn Daley
Barnett

Kevin Driver
Jason Henson
Sam Bowles
Nathan Sheets
. Mike Floyd
Jason Williams
Shane Aldrich

Kerry
Brent
Ryan M
Michael Anthony Gi
Chad Lewi

Geoff Lorenz
Noah Mays
Scott Utley
Matt

Fall "0 " Leaders
Michael Robinson
Ryan Hale
Kevin Garnett
Ben Gross
Michael Thorne
Reese Torrence
Josh Blaisdell
Brandon Kirkham
Larry Wurth
Jo hn Oliver
Matt Day
Stacy Vincent
RCA President
Tom Holcomb
Varsity Cheerleader
Scott Mitchell
Our 1998 Sweetheart
Sarah Clark

Student
Ambassadors
Ryan Hale
Brandon Brown
Josh Haines
Ben Gross
Order of
Omeaa
Paul Pitney
Brett Heppner
Stacy Vincent
Kerry Jeter

O~K

Daniel Mattingly
Ben Worley
' Paul Pitney
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Do you prefer Coke or

'Pepsi?

Name: joey
Fortman

Major:
Theat er/Electronic journalism
Year: junio r

Hometown:
Wat erloo, Ill.

"Neither. I don't drink soda."

Name: Kevin
Drake

Major:
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Open records questioned again
Murray State is a public institution.
It takes tax money, and money from
all students, to operate. With that
money, we pay the salaries of Kern
Alexander and the rest of the University administration.
Students have their own opinions of
Alexander. They base these opinions
on what they both directly experience
and the amount of money which comes
out of their pockets. Our opinions of
the president, as the direct employer
of the president, count the most. But
students have a printed means to
voice their opinion, The Murray State
News.
Faculty, lack this means for a printed opinion. The administrative review
should step up as a printed opinion of
the president and fUlfill this need for
faculty.
The administrative review is sent
out to each faculty member of this
University. It is the chance for faculty

the views of their faculty toward their
administration.
The information from these reviews
Issue:
should become public knowledge for
two reasons. First of all we are a pubThe administrative review results
have been distributed to all Murray lic institution. Kentucky's · open
records law (KRS 61.870 to 6i.884)
State faculty members.
includes all documentary materials
Position:
regardless of physical form or characteristic
that are prepared, owned or
These records should be open for
the possession of or retained
used
in
students' review, since stud~nts
by a public age11cy. And since this Unipartially pay for the salary of the
versity does receive tax money, it is a
administrative staff of the
public institution.
Secondly, money for the operation of
University.
this school also comes from students.
to voice concerns about the adminis- Since students pay for salaries of
tration and running of this University. administrative people such as AlexanWhat is the purpose of gathering opin- der, students should know where he
ions if there will be no discussion of stands with the faculty, whose
the issues?
salaries also result from our tuition.
No changes can be made if only the
In fact, we pay the salaries of both
person being reviewed looks at the the president and faculty. We need to
results. Students have a right to know know what faculty thinks about our
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Organizational
Communication
Year: Senior

leader.
Faculty members evaluate the
administration on many different
things. Among other statements they
rate the president on: effectively represents the University; promotes positive faculty morale; communicates
with the University community in a
timely, responsible manner, ensures
allocation of funds in a manner reflecting academic values; exhibits integrity, maintains credibility; is an effective leader; and this president should
be retained.
Th_ese questions are not only power·
ful but address the question of the
retention of the president of Murray
State. If his employers, students and
his workers, faculty and staff, are both
unhappy, then change must result.
Change is not always bad. If change
is for the better, no matter what needs
to change, then it will happen for the
well-being of the University.
•

Shortage
of laughs
travesty
for Murray

HometOwn:
Benton, Ill.

... like Coke. Pepsi tastes like
crap."

Name: Lori
Thompson

Major:
Organizational
Communication
Year: Sophomore

Our Vielu

Hometown:

Issue:

Benton, Ill.

Co medy Central is not offered on local
cable service.

"I like Coke. It simply tastes
better."

Position:
Murray Cablecomm needs to offer programming its customers are interested fn.

Name: j ohn
Bandura

Major: Sports
Marketing
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Memphis, Tenn.

"I like Coke bet·
ter because the taste is better
than Pepsi."

Name: joy Minks
Major:
Chemist ry
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Durant, Okla.

"Pepsi definitely. It's not as
sweet as Coke, and the can
design looks better anyway."
Beth Bradley/Staff
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NEWS

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenewaOmurrayatate.edu
C.D. Bradley
Editor-In-Chief

Jake Burgess
Associate Editor

Jennifer Sacharnoakl
News Editor

Denlae Higgins
Viewpoint Editor

Sarah Wight
College Life Editor

Greg Stark
Sports Editor

Seth Dixon
Photography Editor

Jason Dick
Advertising Manager

Bruce Rudd
On-Line Editor
The Murray State News Is prepared and
edited by students under the advlsershlp of ~
Joe Hedges. OpiniOns expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of joumalism faculty or the University_ This Is an official p ublication of Murray
State University.

For health reasons, I can only scholarships that might come
drink diet beverages. Often this from any contracts.
becomes a problem as machines
To the Editor:
empty out, awaiting the drink Charles Moore
Paris, TN.
If Murray State awards a con- man to refill them.
A
few
months
ago,
a
high
school
tract to either Pepsi or Coca-Cola,
it will lower the quality of service in Georgia awarded a contract to
The Mu"ay State News
provided. On other campuses that one of the drink companies. As
part
of
the
promotional
event.-.
welcomes commentaries
have allowed a single vendor to
monopolize the drink machines, tied to the money gained via the
and letters to the editor.
prices have risen. Middle Ten- contract, a picture was taken of
Letters should be 300
nessee State University in the student body. One student
words or less and must
Murfreesboro only offers Pepsi chose to wear aT-shirt displaying
be signed. Contributors
products, and the price rose 05 the logo of the competing cola
should include addresses
cents within months of the con- company. This did cause a bit of
unrest. The student was suspendtract being awarded.
and phone numbers for
ed
for
wearing
the
shirt.
Do
we
Currently, the drink machines
verification. Please
on MSU's campus tend to go days become Pepsi State University, or
include hometown,
unfilled. I have seen weeks go by perhaps Coke State? We must be
classification, title or
with the little red lights flashing careful in selling the school out
relationship to the
on several drink choices. [f compe- like this.
In most cases, monopolies tend
University. to submit a
tition is removed, quality of serhurt
the
consumer.
If
we
sudto
vice will most likely drop, not rise.
commentary call
Will the machines ever be fllled if denly shift to a monopoly in the
762·4468. The News
there is no competition? Or will case of drinks, it will not benefit
reserves the right to edit
we be limited to whatever drink is the students. The 8,000 students
for style, length and
currently least popular? If so, I are better served by having comcontent.
foresee students bringing their petition. The needs of the many
own drinks from home more oftf'n. outweigh the need of the few

Battle of sodas will lowe r
service quality

People need to see how Kenny dies. That in
a nutshell is the basic reason that Murray
Cablecomm needs to add Comedy Central to
its lineup. Well, not just that. There is also
Hidey-ho, kickass, oh my God they killed
Kenny, you bastard and of course Mr Hankey.
All of these things deal with the greatest cartoon series since "Beavis and Butthead" ...
"South Park ."
Aside from the adventures of Cartman,
Kyle, Stan and company there are many other
quality programs no college student or professor should ~without.
For instance, "The Daily Show" host Craig
Kilborn gives the viewer more information
about celebrities than Jay, Dave, Keenan or
Tom combined could give you with just five
questions. Also, where else but Comedy Cen·
tr al can you "Win Ben Stein's Money," a qbiz
show where even Alex Trebek would be challenged. Then of course there are the reruns of
"Saturday Night Live," premium comedy in
its purest form. All of these things and the
constant airing's of movies such as "Airplane,"
"Airplane II" and the "Back to the Future"
trilogy are also common place.
Aside from these shows, Comedy Central
should be added as a form of release. Every·
body needs to laugh, especially before or after
tests, or just as a break from the norm. This
programming, nay this whole cable network,
should be added to the otherwise dull lineup.
It is a little known fact ABC's late night bit,
"Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher" got its
start on this relatively unknown network.
There is also foreign fare offered by the network. British imports AbFab and ''Viva Variety," an Ed Sulivianesque offering, are commonplace as well.
This network of course is grounded in comedy and comedians. It regularly airs specials
of stand-up comedians before they became
household names like Jerry Seinfeld, Dana
Carvey, George Carlin, Tim Allen and others.
Also, plans are rumored to be in the works
of a return of "Monty Python," and also of a
new show created by Python alums John
Cleese and Eric Micnael Palin.
These are all good reasons but the main one
is, of course, "South Park." It is ground breaking television, not just because of the TV-MA
rating but because of all the taboos it breaks.
It is the first and quite possibly the last show
of its kind, and to miss it would be a travesty.
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Mismanagement·creates
University ·n eed for union
Why do many of the faculty
want a union at Murray State? Is
it merely because President
Alexander wishes to dramatically
increase the cost of health care
for faculty and staff? Is it because
funds are shifted from one part of
the budget to another to pursue
pet projects without regard for
the academic mission of the University? Is it because all principles of shared University governance are routinely ignored? Is it
because Alexander runs the University like an absolutist's
monarch qau Louis XN: "L' e'tat
c'est moi'' (I am the state)? The
short answer is yes. Let's consider the issues in more detail.
For decades the Murray State
faculty traded low salaries for
enhanced and affordable health
care. Alexander persistently
underfunded health care at 1994
levels and now is shocked!
shocked! to find a $1 million
shortfall. The current health care
"crisis" is entirely contrived to
pick the pockets of faculty and
staff in an effort to create a flow
of new funds which can be diverted to cover other budget shortfalls.
The Center for International 1
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Programs
committee
spent
months establishing balanced criteria for awarding scholarships to
foreign students. After the Asian
rmancial crisis, Alexander threw
out those criteria and ruled all
Korean students would receive
tuition waivers regardless of their
financial need; thus even wealthy
students receive waivers. Not
only did he arbitrarily overrule
the University committee, he cost
Murray State thousands of dollars in potential tuition revenues
even as the administration prepates to reduce real University
salaries. This is not an isolated
instance; it is standard operating
procedure for this administration.
While athletics annually overruns its budget in excess of $2
million, faculty lines are left
unftlled so funds my be diverted

to oth er uses. This increases the
, student-to-faculty ratio, makes
classes larger and makes it harder for students to get needed
classes.
The libraries are underfunded.
For six years, plastic bags have
covered the tops of some book
stacks of Waterfield Library
because dripping pipes have not
been ftxed. Funding for book purchases is completely inadequate;
· periodicals spill off the shelves
unbound for lack of money. The
Pogue Special Collection has no
security system, although a used
one from Waterfield is available.
Because Pogue lacks a security
system, MSU lost a very valuable
gift of Kentucky books, documents and artifacts. The donor
saw they could not be protected.
This is the tip of the iceberg.
What it boils down to is abuse of
power. There would be no call for
a union on this campus if there
was another way to counteract
the current maladministration.
Unfortunately, there seems to be
no other solution.
Bill Schell is an associate professor of history at Murray State
University.

Tough call..to make on .abortion issue ·
Women's right tough on women Women need choices
In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled an unborn baby is the property of his/her mother and the mother
therefore has a constitutional right
to abortion. In 1857, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled a slave was
the private property of his/her
"master" and a master could deal
with the slave accordingly. In 1973,
the Supreme Court ruled an unborn
baby did not have rights as a "person" since it deftned the word "person" as being a born person. Therefore, unborn babies had no rights or
protection. In 1857, the Supreme
Court ruled a slave was not a person and therefore not protected by
law.
Thankfully, the Dred Scott decisions of 1857 have been overturned
and the value of African-American
people has been recognized. Unfortunately, the same is not true of the
Roe vs. Wade decision of 1973.
Abortion is currently legal for all
nine months of pregnancy for any
reason. This comparison shows just
bet:ause something is legal does not
make it right, regardless of the sup·
port it may receive.
The facts are approximately 1.5
million abortions occnr every year.
Since 1973, approximately 35 million abortions have taken place.
There have been more deaths due
to abortion than all the American
casualties in all the wars the United States has fought combined.
Because abortion clinics are highly
unregulated, many abortions are
not reported, meaning this number
would be higher. These numbers
add up to dollar signs for the abortion industry. It is a multi-million
dollar business operating on greed
rather than on helping women.
Abortion has physical and emotional risks many women are not
aware of prior to seeking an abortion. Pro-abortion activist Linda
Francke found in her interviews of
women who have had abortions, 71
percent said her abortion was a
negative experience. This is a conservative number, considering the
interviews were done in 1978 and
the average American woman does
not experience any symptoms of
post-abortion syndrome until ' 10
years after the abortion. However,
this shows that even the pro-choice
side has recognized the emotional
effects an abortion can have. More
specifically, 76 percent of the
women seen at LifeHouse who have
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school, telling her parents and having an emotional breakdown ... all
the -things she thought she would
avoid! Think about Cathy, who
after having her abortion experienced physical complications and
will now never be able to have children. Look at Dee, who began having horrible nightmares and contemplated suicide, or Kathryn, who
described herself as grief-stricken
and depr essed and said her selfesteem plummeted.
The men involved in an abortion
decision are affected as well. Trad
says he "plunged into alcoholism,
depression and denial" after an
abortio!l. experience.
Some of the symptoms of postabortion syndrome (PAS) include
depression, anger, nightltlares,
alcohol/drug abuse, sexual coldness
or promiscuity, anxiety, low selfesteem and suicidal thoughts.
Many post-abortive women may try
to cope.through rationalization (trying to logically assure herself the
abortion was the best choice though
she feels it was not), compensation
(trying to make up for the abortion
through becoming a "super mom")
and reaction (pushing down her
true feelings and professing the
exact opposite of them; many do
this by joining pro-choice forces or
working in an abortion clinic.)
Many of these women are not able
to grieve the loss of their children.
Society tells t hem, "Abortion is
legal. It was your choice, and you
shouldn't feel any guilt." However,
the pain remains. Abortion is not a
quick fix. Many times it only causes
problems to worsen.
We really should not judge a
woman who chooses an abortion.
Rather, we should judge the society
who is not there to help her and the
life of her child. Our society is still
not here for her, but we want to let
you know LifeHouse is here for her!
We are doing all we can to get the
word out about LifeHouse, but
sometimes we wish we could just
shout it from the rooftop. We are
here for you! Here is the place
wher e you can get accurate information about all your options. Here
is the place where you can get the
help you need to make it through
your pregnancy. There is not reason
to fear. We care and we can help.

had previous abortions say they
would not have another abortion.
Again, this percentage is limited
because this is only within a few
years following the abortion experience.
Abortion supporters say abortion
should be a woman's right to
choose. However, 67 percent of the
women surveyed who have had
abortions state they were forced,
pressured or encouraged to have an
abortion by others. Of this number,
more than 83 percent said they
would not have chosen abortion had
these significant people in their
lives encouraged them differently.
In addition, 64 percent said they
felt forced into abortion by their circumstances <including social acceptance, financial limits, etc.) More
than 84 percent of this number said
they would have had their baby
"under better circumstances."
Abortion is risky, both physically
and emotion·ally. It strikes me as
odd that those who stand so strongly about a woman's right to choose
do not think these same women
have a right to the information necessary to help them make a wise
and informed choice. Governor Paul
Patton recently vetoed a bill which
would require abortion providers to
disclose to a woman all the information regarding the risks of abortion and possible alternatives to
abortion 24 hours prior to her
undergomg the procedure. How can
one make an intelligent choice
when she does not know the information about the options?
All that aside, however, I do not
wish tO carry on about laws or statistics because that is really not the
point at all. I want to tell you about
people. Individuals who have
unique personalities, ideas, talents,
dreams, families, friends and fears
- just like you. Individuals whose
lives have been forever changed by
abortion. This is the teal tragedy of
abortion. Consider Sue, who after Angie Wyatt is executive director of
her abortion ended up quitting the LifeHouse Care Center.

to make tough decisions
.1 chose to gel my hair highlighted. !

1 chose to pull an all-nighter to study
for my tests instead of studying earlier in the evening. And some day, I
may choose to have an abortion.
Abortion is a choice. The mother
makes this decision which will affect
her for the rest of her life. As a mother-to-be, a female must think about
committing herself to the care and
responsibility of rearing another living being for at least t8 years. This is
a very long commitment for college
students who have barely begun to
live. The deciding factor which persuades a woman to have an abortion,
whatever it is, lies in the hands of the
pregnant female.
First-degree murder is also a
choice. The murderer must decide to
pull the trigger. The murderers must
live with the aftermath of his or her
choice. I can tell neither the pregnant
female nor the murderer what they
should do. They must make their
own decisions. They must lie down in
the bed they make.
On the other hand, I hope both
would take the time to clearly think
through the available options and
possible effects of their actions before
they make any decision. Counselmg
can help, and so can friends. In making a crucial decision such as this,
consult someone for advice, but never
let them tell you what to do.
I believe women have every right to
make their own decisions. Women
are intelligent and capable of these
decisions. We can go to a doctor and
become ·skinnier, prettier and
younger looking, and we should be
able to go to a doctor and remove an
unwanted pregnancy. Abortion must
remain a choice.
For years I have looked at the pros
and cons of abortion to no avail.
There is n.o right or wrong answer. I
know it is not right to kill a living
thing, but what constitutes something as living? Scientifically, a thing
must breathe, grow and require rest.
Do fetuses fit these qualifications?
1 cannot say either way. I am not
God, and I have no right to make that
judgment call. I know what I would
hope I would do in the case of an
untimely pregnancy, but I could not
say for sure. I have never experienced the fear which accompanies
having to tell my mother I am pregnant, and I hope I never will. All hell
would break loose if I did.
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I have heard the horror tales and
felt their pain with them, but they
are the ones who choose to have the
abortion. I would support anyone
who chose to have one. They can cry
on my shoulder, and I will lell them
everything will eventually work out.
For one reason or another, it was the
right decision at that time for them.
The depression they experience is
supposed to be horrible, but if they
are mature enough to make the decision to have sex, then they are
mature enough to live with the consequences of the decisions they
make, including pregnancy. I know
there are many women who have had
abortions who have not told their
abortion stories. Surely there are
women out there who are very comfortable with their decision to have
an abortion. Unfortunately, those
stories go untold.
Abortions sometimes save the life
of the mother. Abortions sometimes
prevent children from having a bro·
ken family even before they are born.
Some abortions prevent children
from living their entire lives persecuted.
The social stigma placed on abortion needs to collapse. Women who
have abortions have solid reasons.
Let them decide for themselves. Society needs to support their courage
and assertiveness in making the
right decision for their own life.
I do not want abortions to become
illegal. Circumstances surrounding a
pregnancy sometimes require an
abortion. I just want those who
choose to have an abortion td look at
Uie pros and cons of the situation.
Sometimes the pros make the emotional struggle difficult to face. Other
times it might make ~he situation
easier. Either way, learn to lean on
someone else for emotional support.
h could very easily save your life.
Denise Higgins is the Viewpoint
Editor for The 1\lurray State News.
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Whitfield visits campus to host. forum
said. "I think there's still a
field hosted a public forum chance to pass meaningful
legislation, but it must be balto discuss issues with com- anced."
munity members Monday
The tobacco companies
in the Curris Center.
pulled out of the settlement
after the Senate commerce
BY C.O. BRADLEY
committee approved a version
EDITOR· IN-CHIEF
ofthe settlement sponsored by
Sen.
John McCain of Arizona.
Rep. Ed Whitfield discussed
The
McCain version would
issues such as tobacco regulat•equire
more of the companies
tion and the future of the Land
without
giving them immuniBetween the Lakes during an
ty
from
lawsuits. The House
open forum held in the Curris
version,
which
Whitfield voted
Center Monday.
was
very
similar to the
for,
The forum, sponsored by the
original
settlement
made
College Republicans, allowed
between
the
tobacco
manufacthe congressman to discuss
issues and field questions turers and state attorney genfrom the public. He was in the erals last summer.
"I think we want to protect
dis trict because of Congress's
the
industry," he said. "We
Easter break. Whitfield is
ha~e
to allow companies to be
running for re-election in th~
to
make money."
able
fall against former congressWhitfield
also discussed the
man Tom Barlow.
Land
Between
the Lakes ProWith the recent pull out
tection
Act.
The
bill, introfrom the global tobacco settleduced
by
Whitfield
in t h e
ment talks by the tobacco
House
and
Sen.
Mitch
cOmpanies, Whitfield called
McConnell
in
the
Senate,
the situation in Congress
would transfer control of LBL
"Chaotic."
to
the U.S. Forest Service,
I"It's totally up in the air," he

-congress: Rep. Ed Whit-

LBL Act
begins in
Congress
BY C.O. BRADlEY
EDITOR· IN· (Hl(f

The Land Between the
Lakes Protection Act, introduced hy Rep. Ed Whitfield
and Sen. Mitch McConnell,
has been sent to committee to
· begin the legislative process.
The bill, introduced in both
chambers Aprill , was sent to
three committees in the
House nod one in the Senate.
In the House, H .R. 3689 was
referred to the Committees on
Transportation and Infrastructure, Resources and
Agriculture. In the Senate, S.
1896 was referred to the Committee on Environment and
Seth Dixon/ The News
Public Works.
Convessman Ed. Whitfield fields questions during Monday's forum held In the Curris Ce nter.
As of now, no committee
hearings on either version of
should the Tennessee Valley
"TVA is going to have to get funding in order to prothe bill have been scheduled.
Authority not get funding. tremendous difficulty getting tect and preserve (LBL)."
There is no indication when
Whitfield also ans wered
Whitfield said this is a strong funding for (fiscal year 1999),"
the committees will "take up
possibility because of the Whitfield said. "If TVA does questions in s uch ar eas as
the bill and vote on whether
actions of TVA Ch airman not receive funding, there health care reform, Medicare
to send it to the full Congress.
needs to be an agency in place and Medicaid, a nd drug issues.
Craven Crowell.

I

Project Manager
Surveyor
Field Engineer
Estimator
Project Engineer

JudiEial·Baard

Great careers
In the construction industry.
Work outdoors or in the office.
Opportunities In Western Kentucky
and throughout the nation.

April i!3
4:30p.m.

For more information, contact Bill Whitaker,
Dept. of Industrial and Engineering Technology,
IT 253M, 762•6899

CL,et•s

will be reviewing
all parking appeals

!i6A Office

1st floor [urris Center

or visit our web site at

http:// msumusik.mursuky.edu/CiviiTech
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CHECKnOUl
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www.ford.com

fn Hl"l
11

a.m . to 11 p.m.

Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Mid11igltt
Fe.uless Freap .t-18

Located on 641 S.
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798

Get a foot in the door.
Be a step ahead of the rest.
Build experience and get paid
for it.
at

$400 CASH
BONUS
toward purchase or lease*

s
The Student NePrG~l.1tlTIOO ~te Untversrty

. .
1998 Ford Escort ~
You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back· toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet l ease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
calll -B00-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com

i
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0
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If you think you have got what it
takes to make it, we want it!
Applications are due by
Wednesday, April 22 in
111 Wilson Hall.
Don't wait any longer, gat involved
todayI

Questions? Call 762-4478.
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Big Brothers,
Big Sisters holding
fund raiser
The American Humanics
Student Association will be
at Subway. Los Portales
and Wendy's restaurants
on Friday from 5 to 7 p.m.
to answer questions and
take donations for The Big
Brothers/Big Sisters Program.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
matches
area
youth
between the ages of 6 and
I 6 with a Big Brother or
Big Sister.

Take your
daughter to work
"Take Our Daughters to
Work Day," a nationwide
campaign sponsored by
the Ms. Foundation for
Women, will be held April
23.
Students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to get
involved by inviting a
female to spend a day on
the job with them. This
year's theme, "Imagine a
Day," challenges young
women to consider what it
would be like to work anywhere doing anything.
For more information,
call the MSU Women's
Center at 762-3140.

MSU instructo r
makes presentation
· Joe D. Hedges, instructor in the department of
journalism and mass communications,
recently
made presentations at the
20th annual College Media
Convention In New York
City.
The convention, attended by more than I, I00 college journalists and educators, was sponsored by the
College Media Advisers
and Columbia Scholastic
Press
Association.
Hedges' presentation topic
addressed marketing a college newspaper and using
C-SPAN programming in
the
classroom
and
newswriting.

Volunt eers needed
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center needs
volunteers.
•The United Way needs
volunteers to help advertise for the American
Heart Association Golf
Tournament.
•
•The Murray Calloway Co.
Senior Citizens Center
needs assistance delivering
meals to the elderly.
•Southwest Elementary
School needs volunteers
from 8 to 9:45 a.m. to help
students with reading on
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 12 to 12:40
p.m. for math help.
•The American Red Cross
needs help in their office.
•The Animal Shelter needs
volunteers any day of the
week from 8 to I I:30 a.m.
•Assistance is needed to
help with a start-up program for the new Regional
Special Events Center.
Contact Jennifer Crisp at
762-61 17 or 762-3808.
Compiled by Beth Bradley,

staff writer.

not your ·ordinary cartoon
Cartoon craze reaches Murray· State:
subscribers have been requesting
the channel.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Kenny Mason, freshman
A cartoon that was first from Paducah, said he would be
introduced to the world as a 20- willing to pay for Comedy Cenminute short on whether Jesus tral just to watch "South Park."
But for many students, catchor Santa Claus was the true
meaning of Christmas has ing the weekly episodes is an
become America's next "Ren event which turns into a party.
and Stimpy" and "Beavis and Maria Locklear, junior from
Cincinnati, said her friends
Butt Head."
"South Park," which pre- and she watch the taped show
miered on Comedy Central last from one qfher friend's father's
year, takes place in South house on Thursday night.
Locklear said she got turned
Park, Colo., and is centered
on
to "South Park" when she
around four third-graders and
watched
the marathon on New
their adventures in their small
Year's
Eve
that featured four
mountain town.
the
Christmas Speepisodes.
The main characters are
cial,
Halloween
Episode,
Stan, the leader; Kyle, the Jew;
Sparky
the
Gay
Dog
and
EleKenny, the mumbling guy who
phant
and
Pig
DNA
because
always gets killed; and Cartman, the fat, only child of the nothing else was on.
She also said she looks fortown whore. They are followed
by other characters such as ward in new episodes to the difChef, the black cook who is ferent ways the cartoonist kill
always looking for some sweet Kenny.
it funny. He said his favorite
Wendi Minton, social chair of"South Park."
love (voice provided by Shaft
Green said another favorite episode is when Cartman gets .
theme song singer Isaac Hayes) for White College, said the coland Mr. Garrison, the schitzo- lege held a "South Park" party part of the show is the treat- an anal probe by aliens who
phrenic teacher who has help showing six hours worth of ment of some famous celebri- kidnap him and his consequenties. The show has featured tial farting of flames out all
from his band puppe~ personalcelebrity
imitations of Sally day.
ity, Mr. Hat. The show also
'
'
In
order
for
the
Surthers,
Patrick Duffy as the
gave viewers an alternative to
show
to
be
on
1V
right
leg
of Scuzzlebutt, the Sou th Park on Internet
traditional Christmas symbols
"South Park". has also invadCure's
Robert
Smith and Kathy
with Mr. Hankey the Christfor years, they
ed
the World Wide Web with
Lee
Gifford.
In
one
episode,
mas pooh and his catch-phrase
need
to
do
what
over
100 sites dealing with just
Barbara Streisand is looking
"hidey-ho."
lhe
show.
Most of the sites confor a loose medal that if found
the "Simpsons"
would turn her into Mecha- tain sound bites from the show,
• Students want Comedy
has done and go
Streisand, which later destroys information on the characters
Centra l in Murray
into the characpart of South Park in a parody and the latest news.
For many Murray State students it is an event to watch
ters' personalities of Godzilla movies tearing up Comedy Central has a very
comprehensive site on the
Tokyo.
the latest episodes of "South
rriore to keep it
Green also said for "South show. It contains downloads
Park." Many students have
Park" not to become the latest from the show, games, chat
their friends and family with
current. ' '
-KENT
GREEN,
JUl'(lOR
in
cartoon fads it will have to rooms and a store to buy
Comedy Central on their cable
do
FROM
PADUCAH
what the "Simpsons" has "South Park" merchandise. In
tape the show because Murray
May, Comedy Central will be
done
for years.
CableComm does not carry the
releasing video tapes contain"In
order
for
the
show
to
be
station.
episodes
with
about
25
stuing
six of the first season
TV
for
years,
they
need
to
do
on
Barnette Ferguson, general
dents
attending.
She
said
she
what
the
"Simpsons"
has
done
episodes.
manager
of
Murray
In addition to the Comedy
CableComm, said the company plans to have another "South and go into the characters peris putting out a survey to all Park" session at the beginning sonalities more to keep it cur- Central website there are unofficial websites that feature
rent," Green said.
subscribers to see what new of next semester.
"They all have mouths and
Mason said he does not more sound bite clips and
cable channels customers
would like to have on their sys- Kenny dies all the time," said believe "South Park" will be a South Park information that
tem. She said Comedy Central Kent Green, junior from Paduc- fad, and it will stick around for the Comedy Central page does
is on the survey because many ah, regarding his favorite parts many years because people find not offer. One site contains
Bv )AKE Bu RGESS

Quotes from South Park
"An Elep hant Makes Love to a Pig"
Cartman: Yeah, if some girl tried to kick my ass, I'd be like "Hey! Why don't you stop
dressing me up like a mailman and making me dance for you while you go and smoke
crack in your bedroom and have sex with some guy I don't even know on my dad's bed."
Stan: Cartman?!? What the hell are you talking about?
Cartman: I'm just saying your being a little wus, that's all.
"Weight Gain 4000"
Kathie Lee Gifford: Hmmm, how about a little more of that good Iovin', Chef?
Chef: Damn, woman. I just gave you sweet Iovin' five minutes ago. You trying to kill me?
"Mr. Hankey" The Christmas Special
Stan: You guys, I'm getting that John Elway football helmet for Christmas.
Cartman: How do you know?
Stan: 'Cause I looked in my parents' closet last night.
Cartman: Yeah, well I sneaked around my mom's closet too and saw what I'm getting,
The Ultra-Pleasure 2000.
Stan: What's that?
Cartman: I don't know, but it sounds pretty sweet.

"Pink Eye" The Halloween Special .
Cartman: Well, let's go home and start eating that candy.
Kyle: We can eat it at Cartman's house, and see more naughty pictures of his mom.
Stan: Yeah!
Cartman: Knock it off you guys, she said she was young and needed the money.
Stan: Cartman, those pictures were taken like, last month.
Every Episode..•
Kyle: Oh my God, they killed Kenny! You bastards!
Information ~:ompiled from www.geociles.com

=

complete scripts of each
episode, listings of what Kenny
is really saying and a brief:
description of each show,

Who is Cartman's dad?

In the last couple of weeks ~
the big debate i.s wno Cart- ·
man's dad really is. The first .
part of the two part episode :
told how Cartman was con- :•
ceived at the .12th annual
Drunken Barn Dane~. Cartman's mom slept with every
man there. The second part
was supposed to take place on
April 1 but was renlly an April
Fool's joke. Comedy Central is
saying the identity of Cartman's dad will be told this
Wednesday at 9 p.m.
Green said h~ believes Cartman's dad is the little man who :
is always with the mad genetic •
scientist. Locklear believes the :
father is the guy hanging from
the rafters at the dance. She '
said it would be him because it
is unexpected.
"South Park" airs on Comedy
Central on Wednesday at 9
p.m.

r-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------1 :

Season one episode guide In order
of airing on Comedy Central

Episode 101- "Cartman Gets an Anal Probe"
When aliens land in South Park and kidnap Kyle's little brother,
it's up to the boys to get him back.

Episode 103- "Volcano"
The boys' fun-filled camping trip is threatened by activity from a
nearby volcano and a mysterious creature.

Episode 102- "Weight Gain 4000"
Cartman wins the school's essay contest and Kathie Lee Gifford
comes to town to present the award.

Episode 104- "Big Gay Al's Big Gay Boat Ride"
Stan's inability to cope with his dog's homosexuality threatens ,,
South Park's chances of a first homecoming victory game.

Episode 105- "An Elephant Makes Love to a

Pis"

The boys cross breed a pig and an elephant for their science project. 1:
Episode 106- "Death"
1:
With help of Stan's grandfather, the kids summon the Grim Reaper. ·

Episode 107• "Pink Eye" Halloween Special
Halloween ,is interrupted by an outbreak of pink eye.

Episode 109- "Starvin' Marvin"

I~

',

I~

Government authorities mistake Cartman for a starving Mrican
child and send him to Ethiopia,
11

Episode 110- "Mr. Hankey" Christmas Special
When Kyle's musical holiday pal Mr. Hankey shows up it makes for
a memorable Christmas in South Park.

Information compiled from www.geocites.com
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Female artist has new sound
Sister Soleil

MusicJ(ez 1ieu,'

Drown Me In You

I'm not really sure how to approach this
album. The industrial fad that has taken
over MTV and other music channels seems
to have passed right over my head. I don't
usually seek out that type of music, and
that is exactly what Sister Soleil seems to
represent.
I guess the closest performer I can compare the group to is Bjork, and many
might not even know who that is. I apol~
gize, but that's the best I can do. The group
has the element of the industrial, let's
combine every instrument we can find, but
combines it with a very soft melodic voice
sung over it.
It is the type of music you can dance to,
and if you dare, also sing along with.
Something very rare in industrial groups.
Most industrial groups like Prodigy and
Nine Inch Nails are completely male-driven. Men singing about male oppression.
Even though I like these groups, it really
doesn't offer a lot for the feminine side.
Woman can have just as much oppression

Brandi Williams
and depression as men.
What is ironic about this album is the
mixture of the machines with the lead
singers voice is so soothing that I could put
it on my stereo before I go to bed and feel
confident I would have sweet dreams
through the night. An industrial lullaby: I
like that idea.
And what is so great about her is that
she lets her feelings show without being
whiny. Nothing aggravates me more than
a female singer who cannot sing a song
without sounding like she is whining about
her problems and the whole world owes
her something. This album does not do
that. The feelings expressed in the songs
are more reflected in the music, not the
words.
My only problem with this album, and
almost all industrial music, is I can barf!ly

••

Friday, April 17
•Alumni weekend
•Spring seminar· Members of
the board of governors of the
~ederal Reserve System will
speak on banking and money
movement. The seminar will be
all day at Murray State and Kentucky Dam Village.
•Silent Auction· Various items
will be auctioned to benefit the
alumni house from 9:30 a.m. to
6:45 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. Open to the public.
•Luncheon- The Emeritus Club
honors the golden anniversary
class of 1948 with a luncheon in
the Curris Center Ballroom at
noon. Tickets are $ 10.
•Recital- Faith H.olley presents
her senior recital in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at 6 p.m.
-concert- The All-Choir Reunion
Concert will be at 7:30 p.m. in
the Performing Arts Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

make out the lyrics. The beat is cool, the
melody is nice, but I need to be able to hear
the lyrics.
However, I still enjoyed the album. Even
though it is completely different from anything I have ever owned in my CD collection, Sister Solicl comes ofl' in perfect alternative fashion, without being alternative.
What I defino as alternative music is
music that il5 real. This group is real to me.
Drown Me In You- 8+

Top five COs of the Week
1. City of Angel•- Soundttllck
2. Scarface- My Homles
3. I Got the Hook U~ Soundtrllck
4. Three 6 Mafia- Chspter 2
s. Goodie Mob- Still Standing
Top Country CD

1. Tammy Wynette- Without Wslls
lnformstlon provided by Terrlpln

Ststlon.

Saturday, Aprll18
•Alumni weekend continues•
•Lecture- The Distinguished
Professor lecture will be at 10:30
a.m. in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center.
•Banquet· The All-Choir banquet will be in the Curris Center
at 6 p.m.
•Recital- Priscilla Hallberg presents a faculty recital at 8 p.m. in
the Performing Arts Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

By G abe Martin
borderlnOota.oom

UNEMPLOYMENT
~OFFICE

Sunday, Aprtl19
•Alumni weekend continues.
•Bible Study- 9:45 a.m. in the
Hart College lobby. Sponsored
by Chi Alpha.
•Bible Study· 7 p.m. in the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House.
Monday, April 20
•Luncheon- Senior Student
Government Day luncheon at
11:30 a.m.
•Massage therapy- The Wellness Center offers a massage
therapy workshop from 2:30 to
4:30p.m. Call762-3029 for loca-

-·...

.

" ...So I fi1ally demanded that my boss transfer
me somewhere where I wouldn 't be forced to
use a computer...."

"Hey, this place has cable!"

tlon.
•Forum- The American Federation of Teachers presents a fac- '
ulty forum in Freed Curd Auditorium from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
•Workshop- The MSU Wellness
Center offers a stress management workshop in Mason Hall,
Room 110 from 4 to 6 p.m.
•Bible Study- 6 p.m. in the BSU.
•Dance- River City Singles sponsors a singles dance from 7:30
p.m. to midnight at JR's Executive Inn in Paducah. Admission is
$5.
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. in the Hart
College lobby. Sponsored by Chi
Alpha.
Tuesday, April 21
-4-H Horse Judging- at the
Western Kentucky Exposition
·
Center at 9 a.m.
•Bible Study- Chi Alpha goes to
the Westview Nursing Home at
6:15p.m.
•Concert- The MSU String
Ensemble will perform at 6:30
p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting- The Residential College Association will meet at 5
p.m. in the Hart Coffeehouse.
Wednesday, Aprll22
•Buffet· $1 buffet in the BSU at
12:20 p.m.
•Free Dinner- 5 p.m. in the Newman House.
•Worship· 7 p.m. in the Murray
Christian Fellowship CampiJs
House.
•Bible Study· 7 p.m. in the Curris Center. Sponsored by Chi
Alpha.
•Worship- 8:10p.m. in the Curris Center. Sponsored by Chi
Alpha.
Thursday, April 23
.Prayer Meeting- 7:15 a.m. in
the Curris Center third floor
lounge area. Sponsored by Chi
Alpha.
•TNT· Creative Worship in the
BSU at 6 p.m.
eUne Dancing- 7 to Qp.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom.

..:
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Colleges create new game Stu~ents gets award
to promote competition
for documentary

field will have a line of scrimmage requires little athletic ability and
separating
each side at the mid- does not have a time limit.
BY HEATHER MARTIN
Moode hopes to have more parpoint of the field.
STAFF WRUER
The object of the game is for the ticipants from the other colleges,
teams
to reach the base of the but he is getting good response
The pressure is on between Hart
opposing
team, capture the flag from Hart and Hester now.
and Hester College and coming
fast. They are competing against and return it to their side of the
"Hopefully, we will be able to
each other in a new game on cam- playing field.., to score one point. have all nine colleges participate
pus called Capture the Flag, a mix- While in the opponent's side of the and have a big tournament, but
playing field, members of the oppo- right now I want lhis to be a real
ture of flag football and tag.
site
team may be tagged by the big success with Hester and Hart,"
Michael Moode, social co-chair of
Hart College, organized the game opponent and have to wait in a Moodc said.
and is promoting it . Moode has penalty area until they are
The Hart and Hester committees
posted sign-ups all over Hart and released by one of their team- haven't decided what the winner of
Hester to get feedback from the mates.
the game will receive, but they
The offensive players' object of
students and see how many people
eventually want this to lead to winthe game is to cross their oppoare interested.
ning the spirit flag. Moode thinks if
"I would like to see more activity nents half of the field and try to this one game is successful and
happening in the residential col- reach base. At any time. they may they receive support from the orgaleges and students enjoying college be tagged by the opponent and sent nization, they will do it ~gain.
to the penalty box. When, and if,
life,"Moode said.
"In the future, hopefully this will
Capture the Flag is a game con- the players do reach the base, they
sisting of two teams with each may capture the flag and return it be an activity for Homecoming or
Murray Madness, but nothing is
team having one base at the far to their side of the field for one
definite
yet," Moode said.
side of the playing field . ln these point. They are allowed to pass the
Capture the Flag will take place,
bases, there will be a ball or frisbee flag when trying to return the flag
to
their
side.
Capture
the
Flag
28 at 7:30 p.m. in the Quad.
April
to represent a flag. The playing

UPPERCUTS
Hair & Tanning Salon
$25 Highlighting
for MSU Students
Mt1st Bring MSU ID

Offer ends April 3 0

.X

.X

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE WTOit

Many students aspire to receive
national recognition for their work.
Andrea Kleid no longer has to fantasize.
While attending the National Broadcasting SOciety/Alpha Epsilon Rho National
Convention in Nashville, she recently
won the national scriptwriting competition.
"It was completely unexpected. It was
kind oflike accepting an Academy Award
but smaller,"IOeid said.
The National Broadcast Society/ Alpha
Epsilon Rho Convention is held for radio,
television and film majors.
"There were over 20 different schools
at the convention, but there were several
school& from out West that entered but
weren't able to attend," Kleid said.
Kleid received the award after writing
a documentary for her scriptwriting class
which her teacher suggested she enter in
the competition. The script was titled
"Lucille Ball, A Television Legend."
"I was notified a month before the con-

vention that I was a finalis~ so l knew I
would at least get an honorable mention;'' Kleid said. "But. I was completely
shocked. I never thought Fd make it that
far."
Her script documented the life of
Lucille Ball and the struggles leading up
to Her television career.
"When she was younger, many people
· discouraged her, but she was very selfmotivated. She was one of the ftrst
women to own her own production company." Kleid said. "I wanted to do something because she inspires me so much in
my own career.•
IOeid received recognition in several
national magazines, a trophy, a certificate and she hopes to produce it in the
future.
A radio-televiaion major, lOeid plans to
become a film director and own her own
production company.
"In addition to producing films, I want
to be able to write my o~ material.
Before I didn't have a lot of confidence
about my writing, but after I won this
award I realized that I really did have a
gift. for writing?'

toaA·N--N-E-RSor
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased lo have

Jennifer Walden
bridr·elect of

Mitchell Fair
join our
bridal registry.

I

Shannon,
we hope things get
better for you!
Love,
The Ads Department
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5 bands
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much fun

in advance
at gate
tickets on sale in
the Curris Center
April 20
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"the
mesmerizing
techno,
industrial,
tribal, trance,
rock, and
electric pop
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"Mercury Rising"
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April23
@7:30p.m . ............

wtth special guests
the

CutchinFREEField
SH O V\/
Clap and shout to the swingm' tunes of the Chip Nannies,
TI1en gel ready to be electrified by the melodious
brand of industrial pop that gives
Sister Solei! a sound of its
own!
t
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Sports Brief'
Bike competition
.coming to LBL
The Purchase Area
Mountain Bike Association
will sponsor a mountain
bike race for all ages and
classes Sunday, May 3, at
TVAs Land Be~een The
lakes national recreation
area.
• The White lightning XC Mountain Bike Race is
sanctioned by the National
Off-Road Biking Association. The event will cover
varied and challenging terrain along the Canal Loop
Trail located at LBL's
northern tip.
Race registration begins
at 7:30 a.m. at the North
Welcome Station and continues throughout the
morning. The race will
have classes for children,
first-timers, beginners and
experienced riders.
"The Canal Loop Trail
has been popular with
mountain bikers since we
opened it for this use last
year," Jerry Conley, LBL
recreation supervisor said.
"We're
pleased
that
PAM BA has chosen this
site for one of its major
competitive events of the
year, and we encourage
everyone to come out and
enjoy a spring morning on
-the trails."
·:: . Cost to participate in
the race varies depending
on racing class. Racers
must have a NORBA
license that will be sold
· on-site. A one-day license
costs $5. All racers will be
required to wear helmets.
For more information on
the White lightning X-C
Mountain Bike Race, contact Alan Brown with
PAMBA at 554-0671.
Information on LBL's
mountain bike trails are
available by calling 9249000, or on the Internet at.
www.lbl.org.

SpotLigbt
Dan Loyd,
Women's tennis
Dan Loyd and the women's tennis team are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Dan Loyd, sophomore
from Boonville, Ind., had a
five-game hitting streak
until Wednesday's loss to
• Southern Illinois.
The women's · tennis
team defeated Austin Peay
8-1 to give the lady.. Racers a 13-9 overall record
and a 6-2 OVC record.

HustleP!t~F
Former Louisville
coach moves
Howard Schnellenberg: er, who found success at
the University of Miami
and the University of
· Louisville, has been hired
to help start a Division I
. football program at Florida
. Atlantic.
Source: The Paducah Sun

NCAA
self-study·
'on target'
•NCAA: A self-study web site
which can be accessed from the
Murray State home page has been
completed.
Bv

''It

includes our timeline for the self-study,
and we are including
our responses. ' '

GREG STARK

SPORTS EDITOR

-JUDY BaooiDIISER., SELF-SnmY
STURI.No COIOIITEE CHAIR
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Study Schedule
Upcoming dates in the timeline
of the University's NCAA selfstudy:
•April - Dissemination of public
draft of the self-study
•May-July - Preparation of final
report to NCAA
•July-August.- Report made·
available to campus community
•September - Submit completed self-study report
.October - Prepare for evaluation visit
•January 1999 - Receive and
respond to peer-review team's
report
•March 1999 - Receive certification decision, modify plan for
improvement to include additional corrective action
•April 1999 - Evaluate process
Source: The Murray State NCAA

self-studY web site
The Murray State NCAA self-study
is right on track Judy Brookhiser,
chair of the department of health, self-study icon at the bottom of the responsibilities.
The
"Subcommittees"
section
physical recreation and education said. page.
"The web page includes all of the includes each of the four subcommit"We're pretty much right on target," questions," Brookhiser said. "It
tees and who is on each one.
she said. "We have corrected data, and includes our timeline for the self-study,
Brookhiser said the commitee may
we are in the process of writing the and we are including our responses."
add
a section for comments and
reports. They have all begun writing
The web site includes an introduc- remarks regarding the site or the selfreports in regard of information we tion which tells a basic history of Murmight need, things for improvement or ray State and the objectives of the self· study.
something we might find."
ln a news release, Brookhiser said
study, which includes questions Mur"The
steering committee is excited to
A major part of the self-study, a ray State has to answer about instituhave
this
opportunity to better include
study conducted to serve University tional, athletics and certification inforthe
various
constituencies in the athand community needs, has been the mation.
letic
self-study."
inclusion of a web page on the Internet.
The site also includes a "Major Com·A peer review team will arrive on
The web page can be linked from the ponents of the Self-Study" section,
University's web site (www.mur- including how the chair, Brookhiser, campus in November to assess the selfraystate.edu) by clicking on the NCAA was ' appointed, and Brookhiser's study.

Salukis run over 'Breds
•Baseball: The'Murray State Thoroughbreds lost a
non-conference matchup to Southern Illinois in
seven innings Wednesday afternoon at Reagan
Field.
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
STAFF WRITER

The cloudy weather at Reagan Field Wednesday afternoon seemed to be a bad omen for the MSU 'Breds. After
five victories in the last six games, including three against
conference rival Eastern 'Kentucky, the 'Breds wanted to
play well against non-conference rival Southern Illinois
before hosting UT-Martin this weekend.
The Salukis started their offensive attack in the second
inning. After scoring one in the second and third innings,
SIU exploded with eight runs in the fourth inning. SIU
scored one in the fifth, eight in the sixth and one in the seventh to give them 20 runs for the game.
MSU could only get a three-run homer from Rob Weatherly in the sixth for the 'Breds only bright spot on a gloomy
day.
The 20 runs scored by SIU is the most scored against
MSU this season and the most since SIU scored 20 against
the 'Breda Aprill8, 1995.
.
MSU Head Coach Mike Thieke told the team after the
game to put this loss behind them.
"' told the team the only good thing to do when you're
handed your hat right back at you like today, remember it's
just one loss. The best thing to do is go home, wash the loss
off and get mentally prepared for our series against UTMartin."

Photo$ by Danny Voweii/The News

(Above) SIU's Steve Ruggeri gets 'tagged out on a
stolen base attempt by second baseman Brad Bums.
(Left) Murray State's Chris
Williams takes a cut at a
pitch during the loss to
SIU.

Hart
volleys
over
Franklin
•Intra.murals: Hart College defeated
Franklin College 2-0 Tuesday night
at the Carr Health North Gym.
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
STAfF WRITER

The intramural volleyball competition
heated up between the residential colleges
Tuesday night with the final men's matchup featuring Hart College against
Franklin College.
Hart started the scoring in the first game
when Ryan Ehlers serve could not be
returned by the Franklin squad. After a
quick side out and point by Franklin, Hart
scored eight unanswered points. Two aces
and two kills highlighted the Hart scoring
burst. Franklin called a timeout to reorganize its strategy.
Franklin finally stopped Hart by scoring
when a Hart player hit the net during an
attempted spike. Scott Tudor swung the
momentum back to Hart with a dink over
the Franklin frontline to make the score
10-2 in favor of Hart.
After two consecutive side outs, Hart
scored two points when Franklin could not
return the Hart serves. Franklin put up a
comeback when Joey Wilson hit two consecutive aces while Kris Dixon followed a
side out with an ace of his own to cut the
Hart lead to 12-5.
The Hart squad got the serve back and
would not let it go. Two non-returned
- serves and a Franklin out-of-boundS hit
gave Hart the first game at 15-5.
Franklin tried a new strategy for the second game. Instead of playing six players,
Franklin only put five players out on the
court. This matched the number of players
Hart had on the court.
Franklin started out strong in tlle second
game with two consecutive points. Hart
took the serve back and scored five points
to once again take the early lead.
After Franklin pulled within one, Hart
went on another quick-scoring spurt. Ryan
Ehlers kill was the highlight of the three
consecutive points. Franklin called another timeout to attempt to reverse the strong
Hart momentum.
Franklin did manage to score two points
before Hart could regain control of the
serve. Two illegal hits by Franklin and two
aces by Ehlers put Hart ahead 12-6.
Franklin captain James Egbert .decided to
take matters into his own hands with an
ace and a kill to pull Franklin within four.
The deficit would not decrease any more.
Two blocks on spike attempts by Egbert
led to Hart winning the second game 15-9.
.tfart coach Ben Wilson said his team
played well as a group to gain the victory.
"This was our best all-around game so
far," he said. "Everyone communicated
well and played as a team. There wasn't
one player who tried to do everything."

Home runs should be harder to come by
It has many names including
the round-tripper, four-bagger,
the clinger, going yard and even
the Homer Simpson. What I am
talking about is a great part of
the American pastime, the home
run.
It amazes me nowadays this
feat, which used to be only a
forum for power hitters, is now
being forced to widen its spotlight. It seems as though the
phrase "It's going, it could be, it
is a home run," is now almost as
common as the national anthem
or the first pitch. Ever since the
strike that closed baseball a few
years back, people have been trying to find ways to make the
game more exciting, to bring fans
back into the parks.
In order to do this, old ballparks have shortened their outfields and lowered the fences to
accommodate and attract big-
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name players. Also, the new
parks like the plans for the one to
be built in Pittsburgh are so low
and small a 400-foot shot would
land in the Allegheny River.
This trend of making home
runs easier is also taking away
from the mystique and enchantment of knocking one out of the
park. The baseball elite arc
almost degrading this m~el to
the point the term "power hitter"
is no longer an exclusive club,
and 1 am not so sure that is a

good thing.
' If home runs become to baseball what the slam dunk is to
basketball, once an exciting feat,
and now a common occurrence,
we could see a dulling of the
game. If a home run becomes an
expected part of the game, then
what will the crowds need to
excite them? Will the players
welcome the pressure of having
to hit more home runs per game
just to be considered good?
Unlike basketball, there is only
one way to hit a home run. Take
the slam dunk for instance. Only
the players with fancy hand or
foot work, or the ones that bend
the rim come up on highlights.
You can't swing for the fences
blindfolded or do a 360 in the
batter's box as the pitch is coming and be successful. So I ask
you, what's next'? Also, the abili·
ty of Joe Blow to hit as mnny

home runs as Barry Bonds will
take the distinction of the true
hitters away from those who just
get hold of a good pitch.
If you look at the major league
leaders in home runs today, you
will see the big names of
Thomas, Griffey, Galarraga and
Burks, but you will also see the
virtual unk.n·owns ofSegui, Giles,
Floyd and Bumitz.
Don't get me wrong. I do hope
Griffey or Mark McGwire breaks
the single season home run
record, but in McGwire's case he
really doesn't care. Here is a guy
who isn't in favor of all the hype
surrounding him. He goes out
there and does his job. He swings
the bat and however far it flies. it
flies. He isn't worried about
breaking the record or even tying
it, and personally I think records
should be based on their era's or
decades, not overall. Back when

Roger Maris hit his 61, the season ended in August.
Also, once the record is broken,
how good will you have to be to
be good? I can remember when
Cecil Fielder's 50 home runs was
a tremendous fluke. Today, anyone who hits at least 40 is just
good.
I know some of you are saying
well, what if the lower fences
give others a taste of the game
that in the "old school" they
never would have accomplished.
This is also a valid point, and for
those people I am happy. But for
the Cansecos, Bondses and Griffeys of the future, who knows
what they will have to do in order
to standout from the crowd.
Eddie Grant i.r; the assistant
sports editor of The Murray State
News.
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Men, women Racer football
w in in tennis hires coaches
the running backs coach under present University of Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme.

STAFF REPORT
STAFF REPORT

In their final dual match of the year Tuesday at Austin
Peay, the Murray State tennis squads were looking to better
their records just in time for today's OVC Championships.
When they returned to Murray, both teams had accomplished
their goal.
The men closed out the regular season winning their match
by a score of 4-3. Tony Hardman, Chris Hayden, Raoul Bax
and Alex Sundsten gave the Racers the edge they needed by
' winning their singles matches.
The victory gave the Racers an 8-12 overall record and 4-3
in the conference, good enough for the fifth seed in the conference tournament which is ·b eing held in Nashville today
through Sunday.
On the women's side, Brooke Berryman, Amy Gemmill,
Nina Sartz-Knudsen, Juliana Hite and Nicole Petrie were all
victorious in their singles matches. Also, the Lady Racers
swept the doubles half of the contest to give them an 8-1 edge
over Austin Peay.
The win gave the ladies a 13-9 record for the year as well as.
a 6-2 conference standing. The Lady Racers won their final
.match in a make-up contest Wednesday at Middle Tennessee
ithat gave the Lady Racers the third seed for the women's conference tournament. Their tournament is also today through
Sunday in Nashville.

Murray State Head Football Coach,
Denver Johnson announced Monday
the hiring of assistant coaches Scott
Preston and Scott Dennis.
"I'm very excited to have these two
young coaches join our staff," Johnson
said. "Not only are they two excellent
coaches with outstanding backgrounds, their personalities really fit
in with the rest of the staff, and that's
important."
Preston will coach the Racers' wide
receivers. He previously coached at
Ventura (Calif.) College where be was
the offensive coordinator. Prior to
that, Preston was _an assistant coach
at Georgia Military Academy.
A graduate of Valdosta State, Preston coached one season overseas,
serving as head coach of the Helsinki
Roosters where he was named coach of
the year in the Finnish Professional
Football League. His longest coaching
came at Valdosta State where he was

Up, up and away

Before going to Valdosta, Preston
served two seasons as the quarterback/ wide receiver coach at San Francisco State University. His first coaching job was as head coach at Palo Alto
(Calif.) High School where he was the
youngest head coach in the Central
Coast Section.
Dennis, 28, will coach the Racers'
tight ends. He comes to Murray State
from Bethune-Cookman where he
coached the offensive line last year,
after spending the first two years
coaching the outside linebackers.
A native of Wichita, Kan., Dennis is
a graduate of Temple University
where he played linebacker and
mlijored in exercise physiology. After
college, Dennis coached at Fort Scott
Junior Co11ege before serving as a
graduate assistant at Clemson University and the University of Pittsburgh.

Danny Voweii/The News

jason Sponsle r, freshman from Ashland,
Ohio, practice s his pole -vaulting te chnique
W ednesday at Stewart Stadium.
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CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS • Hnrmw
1 IO,OOO..Sl20,000. Con'<olld:lte bill~. home
Improvement:.. payoff land cnntro~<:L•, fYJY
ddinquc:nt taxe:v'med~eal bill,;., St-lf
..-mployed pm!V'Jrru. Bankruptcy/Rad
c~t OK ln-i~Jnt approv.U.,. Open 7 day,
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110\\ 1100·
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gn:al hcndit p:tckagc. Call Wc:!hom
Trun'l"'" ~2R-64S2 <.'XI SC02
fRIENI>LY lOY 11< GI~TS · H:t., imnle<liate
c>{)l:nms~ 10 your art:a. Numht:r nne in
pany pJ;m: Toy,, gdts, ChriMma•, home
tk·mr r,._.._. ~a!JIIll( nnd lnfilrm:ulon. 800-

n:quitl.'<l - adti!Liotul <l»t. Wll
7~ Lunited :m.-J.

11(,1-!0lE.'iALE - H kt lxmdc:<l RtM d1~in.,
& l>r.1l't:k1.' Hoy or sell . Ulrtunc w.1rr:uuy?
Coble'!:'> av-Jibhie. D.-.1le"' wek-orne. HlJO.
o:fj7-7~.'1o.
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---------r-tn

T•;~n 111111.' d<M.'k \V(>rkcr frnrn .:1
Ill "
p.m. ".a111ns p~}· $11 l'l an hour Aprly m
I"'""'" at Avcnll r,xprt".'-' (5021 2<~7-oh76
Topic"' I>Jnt.en. wanted T(>D P;1y fiCJIIhlc llnur-, W'crkcntl.s Ncw C'oc:lllk·m:m'o
Club. TaaJealls 1:11(> Old l.nul"lllc Ro.l
Hc:""lin)( Gn.-.:u I')UlJ79<>·9200 !oi<-c Chn,.
~tlrt.t!!"f

S I,OOO.IXJ S :;IGN-01\: liONl'S - CX/Rnlt<·r>
lookon!(lor 'an M:nto-<lnH"" lip tn
3Qf a milt: h> .aan N~ d.>" A (:1)1., 1
)"l::lr Q'ffi. f!U!H'il-5~1. I::Of.tmf
DRIVERS, OVER 11-lfi ROAII • j~ 1'1~~
~1:11 "'ith ,KJ...,, l:llc rrooJd u:>nvo!rttino;ds.
3 yors ~e ~n 30C - 33~ :a mile

,. >0 i:.

+ hcnd't~>

C:JU 8)()4.14-66411. S1250 :oign·

On Kunu.<i!
DRIVER.~

- Eam S64S.OO No e<ept.Ticoce?
No pmhlcm' c:n L Tr:urung pnwided. No

COOIQ<.t rt:quh~'tll Our Kt.'lltUCk>• lt.'ltnltuh
nt~-d t~ :ond ~n<Jlt:'llenc."C."d t<-~m-;/llin
Jilc::; rijtltt nmv! ~>16-50'15

OIU\IEI!, OTR C0\'1::."11\I'Io'T TRAN~POKT
H:t.< nujor p~~· inua-c mmrn11 $1,!1()
fiign•on bonus <"<pt:nen<"l'\.1 dnwrs, C..c.:u-.t
In '-~<1.-;t 1\1"' c•pt:n<1Kc:<.l dnw,Ynwrtt"r
• tpcrJ{()r.. 1<':1111.< KCJ0.441··H9-i, j!!:ldUlle
Nll<knt' ~3311-Mlll BuO Mc~r Rd11!1·
t"rJI<-d Tl\l~k Lin<.,, Hl18~i67-31.19.

DKIVF.RS, OTK - Own.-r Oper.tton;f1:tthed. paid 7t"t• of 1(11''-' Cnnt1x111y fur•
nislt<:d
lkcn>e
pbt..-.
Oirt'<t dep~~lL :;;udhtc t~>mmunO<~ItJon,
"':11!Jhle, ~\o<.'l ptlcth.<"< plan linlfl<: nw•'<l
"~t!k<.'nd.s, mo.'\JJ~~I fn.,urJno.-.: ~vatlahl<.'.
Cardinal fn:iKhl C.:HTic,.,R<M).J46-154Z·Jtlt!
U)L-,\·H.ll.MJI

I>Rl \'FRS - Flathi.'J -iR SUI<" OTR. ,._.,,lj!nt'\.1
t\4:!\t. , _(JOVt!nliun;JI~. c.nmpt·tlln·t• pay, 1"K·n ..
d1Ls S 1,01.10 OU ~'WI <>n hun (I.,, rKkr J"'l>-

!Q"Jm. ll<:d>lc urnc oil. Call Ruudrunner
Truckut)l. !AAHii(,.77>\4.
$1 , ~)1)

:\IGN 0:-1 BONUS - For c:J<pc:ri-

4'*1-4!17~.
DRIV~R.\

OTR - Owner Openuors-Vun,

M~keJour move "' C.:trdutal! .824" a mlfc:-

k>adc '" <'rtlfliY. lla'IC pl.1tc and pc:nmt:o
pruvlc.bl. l>irn1 oJc:po•h, ~Utdllt.: <.'Omm~
nk.~UK>O.' :tv:lllahle. Hoell<" moM wc.:k.-rlll.•. c.;,,.>J lcnl(lh <:A. H:~uf..:nn,istent
molo:::;. Mt~li<':ll ln.,1frJIIl'<' .tV'.1ilahlc. Call
toi<L~!IlCXI-}i(... J54l . .l<11:, 0>l·Awlth H:tz:01:11.

~...-uhlc company ~ • few J:••l<l
O'ffi JriH-r.<, Full hc:nc:ioL<, l(fl.""'ll eqtnpIT•'nl ~36 «'lit' fll'l" molt' lhu'«l lll"t

A11VER11SINO - i.:lnJm•rk N<:lil>pafll:T t•
ktolrinj! for a '<If m<•IYJtl'\.1 e~01k• rep to

wo:k~~ll<:,

the I(R>WIOII l.nUI>illiltC lll..lli<t.~ \lu,q
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bi:!Ve

al~y in

print m..-..lw fun wc>rl< o:n•tnlll·
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lion pbn: >WUI)' ~ ~<llllllli'>'klll f'loJ.s .f!I'I!Jt
ll<:ndiL<. S..'liCJ Je'>Uillc.' ~rn.f rcl<•ft'n<.l!.' 10:
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400({> EqWll O(lp)nunu:y I:Jnpkoyt·r.
CAREER SI\I.F..'i OPPORTIJNITY - An
cstobh.,lt<.-d Kentu,·ky t.11mpr.uty i ' lc>>konK
a a p;tnM;ular rypc: nf pc:r.<>n whu \\'Jnt,.
No culd wll•n11. tmlimitt-J '"""'"" I><M<"IItial; '<101.:1. <>fliM•n.•; health lx.'llt'liL'; ('l.ll<l
Va<.!ltkX\S. Calf Roh T:c~hll", (!O(,.~I'H6'o6
Munday thn• Fnwy In< pt.~>O~I blt.-r•
~k-'W

DRIVERS - Ccxnpr.my dnvc:f'>lowno:r <lf>Cr>
DRIVFR.'i - Cd1okm me:u" opponun11y!
ar<"" S'ioo.oo-s 1.000.00 "WI ''" lxlllusl
~ "'' ltltrdt, ll.~illned frcighllttlt'f'. ~ ~ v:tn~1!:11f>t.'ll. di:.:lte:!W lilnJde;' or team....
dn'fl & ho\')j{, C)(<.'t:llenl pay :lnd milt<\_.
jiOo t:xperl<'il<.t? No pni~cm TrJinlng
401K/t'111C."k <>Wlll'r.Jtip, .r.:~ldhte dt.•paiL"h,
~vnlbblc! llulldt.'r.l Tr.tn<pc>11. RR!I-2-JOIN
11=1 bcndtl3
...r~y & "'"~
In".
lxlllU-;eo! H(l().729-'Jno.

rtw.

1\\'ON • $7~, lxJUr. Rt"fl'l dc,;pt-r:ncly fla"d.

o.-d In thl• un:ul T•~f ln:c ~

tnU/.-J.vrc.'fl.
I>RIVF.R'I, OTR - Sinllfo, ~nd tc:trn-< rtct:ded <:nmpcliu•-.: pay, mn.hcll ht:oc:lit,,
il.~ l"OII\cntlc>rUl'- :'>t.nunum U., 6
IIIC>rtlft.•

lf"~ltOf/tf"~lk·r

<:Xf'<'llt:n<:<:

()(

5t.hnnl. C.tll Ro.lcll\lnner Olsuihutton
today! H()O.79<J..1HAA.
f)RIVI'R.~ -

All '9'i or nt:W<'I" ronv. Sola..
up 10 30C a nule Wflh honu..., ~nnual
rJI...., to 3~t ~ mtlc. T~::1m' ~l;lttup to 3114

~un

mile woth lxlllu., , lndu..try'• top rnllt:J.tte
JV<"r:lgc - o.olc" ~ team !)(Yiit ni:HOUt.h.
Chi't·ti>-<~>J.•I nms uvallahle 23 with 1
y.-ar O'TR. J-MAR llAA-211>-'5627.

:1

DRIVI!R'liOTI\ · M.tke a change for the
hett<'n No Nl'-'C:madi!NVC, .•inRJes ~
learn,, rx> ICIU<h fret)lht, j!U.Irant~ home
fllllit.y. Minimum 2j ~un. I yc:-.u OTR,
CI>L With H:uMat ~. P11. an
I:OP.I'mplnyc:r.
IIROAI>C'.AS111':G RECORDING ENGr·
Nff.R - No e•pc:nenc.c n:qw~ On-the~~' u:unms .n loc.":ll ""-"rdi"l! ,,udJo., &
r.1dMliTV ~auon.. P3rt-flme, nij!hLs, w~k
•'11<1'- f~ vid<:o lt"ll• h<1w ,R(l()..9')7-661JS.

Greek W@ekend
April24 & 25
For More Information Contact Chris Yandell
759-9011

................................................................... ·:-.--..·-.. ................... ...,....,. ...
~--~~~,.~~~~--~~

All organizations are invited to
attend the following works hops:

Session III G roup
Decision M aking
April 21 at 7 p.m.
Business Bldg. Room 404
Session IV .. Group
Problem Solving
April 22 at 7 p.m.
Business Bldg. Room 403

0 i"!d
l-ACTli'/Tn-

JrogJWnJJJ.IJJ£ lbt YI)IJ

C::~ll

DRIVERS, FV.Tii£1) - ,:. 11)(11.00 ~iWJ-On
lx>n .... t'p I<> 3tf ~ mtlc: -'\Jo.:t~. life,
401 K. ln:qut:nl hume lime .cl~y hon<J.,,
purdu"' pnwam CIJ."-""·" <.1 II.., I year
OTR. Call Kt:nl ~73-5~1

Student Government at 69 51 for reservations

~--~~~5~~~~--~~

11REO Of K:OO.'i.OO? Wnrk ::u lx>mc hc:lpinjt cxf1t'rs lew>!< f!<UI, ll~l I(<.XI\L kli<C
wd¢tl. :and nul<~ nMtn<-y. H~w:th:tn trip
olfc:n:d! l:I'J(C:nt! HH!I-7~ll16.
COMPA'-'> TRAI':SPOKTA110N - Needs
c:ntry le\lo:l oovc,. No"~ Nn <."Xpc:rlcnl~
""'''''"'IY. :>S'IO Ill $6'50 ~ hc:otirLo;. llornc:
M!dmol.._ 1<; dar C11L tr:~inm11 :1\,ul.•hle,
IIJ0-242·7364 .

DISTRICT MANAGER - PnstUnn wllh
nonhem Kentucky n<.'w~p~prr ~vaolahlt'
rrnnte<.b;•~c:ly, mu" '"'"' c\fiC."IIt'ntl.' m
IICWSJ>:Ipt:r <khvery, ll~IOJIIC:Intmt ,md
pron'Kl'.Mmal >kill.,, Send """'"",... In, 1>1.-..
111'-t Manal(t:r, P,O , Hc:ox 'ill!, MJy•vill.:, KV
410<;6,
ClAS.'liRED AIWFR11SIN<i MANAGER 11te Ole:~nc:r, duly ncw•pr.1per wuh Sun·
dty OI'\:<JIJtoun .~· l'l.'iiXJ, lt;J.• an <lJ>p<li1U·
nlty for :1 ''ale., t...~do:rhlll>ta\,llur II> pr.tnn<'r

With

(<•.lf11

of tdcol\;lfkl'h"fi .mtf IMIL'\Itfc

:.alt:»pt."!>J"'l~.

N,ow,pa(lt'r, :.;lie~. ~nd cum
pc.u.er (Wlnouw, NT, MllTOS<>ft, Quark &
WUha.""'l t:Xpetk."Ol"t' hcfp/111, hut \\Ill
trJin nS!hl (andid:Jtc. lla....: plu' ntmn"...
SIOn.• and excellent ho.·no·lit p.~cbw:. S..·nd
uxnplc:le rt."'llmt: with :.:•IJr,· hl,lnt)' ro >:
Ad 11oreuor, 11~<: Gl...-a~'l". P 0 lk" 4,
Hend"""'", KV 42419-0ro\.

l>kl\'l!ki <JIR

•

An

nc:>"-1

Hoghly

.....~Ill'""''· Ho br"f' pay. <.:all H00-1"13'>I'l-l.fJ I!Xt. K~N-<H\lt! to>W}~ srudcnc sr.ld'
R~7T"Ail AD SAI.E.~ \1ANAGFR N. 1\'"Y St·o·km11 n·~''"·' P(lCO!l-d IWivaJualtuletd.
!(\lid<" & tlo·\dc dyn;tmoc I<"am . lnl\0\>:t11'<' \I I:II<'IIIC.\ "" 1(1\l\\>lh & ac:Umtph>J\
revenue: rlao \bn:>~;cn":nt & rnnt mt:dta
<'XIICrl<'ll<'l' r~oqulred; nc\v,p.l{)l:r prt:·
1<-rrc:<.l F.xu:llcnt <"lliii(VIlCnt·f•l pa~k~J.tC:
R~unto~ Communtty Pr..-:..-. 4910 Pac-.1
Dro'<', Cono.·onn:tli, Ohlo 4S237, FAX 'lll-

•r

.!·il·lM~

TRAVEL
-----------------... IIF.-.UnFIJI. CIIAPEIJCHURCH CHRIS.
11AN \X'F.I >Dl!'>W G~tlonhu~·, <>nguul
(,Jrl\."1: 191l0l. PIMlt<IIU"JPh) . mu.,~. n..- ,,
lin~&X~,.putui ~Ill.,., lorepl:lce. L<l'(o: Walk
1\rk:k. R,.,. F.d Taylor, !!OO-.W ,.2779
hap-J/www ~t;~thnhuQII.fu(lt'kmm
A llf.AtJTII'l,L CANOI.F.UT - OkJ F;t-.fl.
lor"-d Wa!WnE; Chapo.oJ m-..orJuol< inl! over,
:ifll(oky Mowualn•, TN. Hor.«-dr..wn 'GJrrbjiC', .-:1hin.., pcuu~, urdtirtt'd min.-.tc...,.,
no •...,..,_Hc::lnland H(l()..~ 1\"0W'il.
httpJ/plrlel<1ll1\ h<"::l1.
Gtrr MARRII::J) - Smoky \1<>Unt:un,, a=:.
ntol!ll lli::JUIIIUI dupel•, Lhun.h utdnrtc<J
mlm"itc:fll, c.unpk'lt: arr.lni!Cf1ll:nl.'· hooc:ylll<X>n & lam1fy l-;.hon,, hrc-atht.llitn)(
vk:vo~, dtaJl<-1' Ht~j-7271, k>JI(ln,q Rl~)..
()
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R
I
4
hnpl lwww,:.mokymtnntall.l'>mlmallfsmk
\>v<-d html

11ANAM!o l.ITV lii!ACH • S;mdpopt:r-Ht:a·
<<>n lk1d1 lk.,.tn. $;19 thru '1/13. f I-I pt'r·
"''"'' j poc>l"l 0 lnd<t<>r), lazy nvcr ndc:,
hut 1\lh, ~1nt•··' up to 10 pt"<>fllc. Sped:tl1
i\JTive ~\1111!\.ion .• pa)' lot 2 OtjlhL•. 11<'1 I
frl"l,, ll!Xl-'1~lll
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Golf Equipment
CUSTOM FITTING

ALL CLUB REPAIRS

Pre-Masters Sale
*Single Clubs Available
•1998 clubs (per set) From $195.50
*5% student discount with student ID

( 5 0 2) 767-0073
MAXWELL GOLF CO.
www.qulkpage.com/M/maxwellgolf

Baskin{ji) Robbins
NEW! LOWER PRICIS

to meet the college
student's needs.
TrY. our new
Peach Smoothie
Lower prices on all
snakes

$1.99 Sundaes
2 Pre-Pack Quarts for

$5.99
olympic Plaza
753-Jttt

New-s

12
Much of her career and ID.Uiic
has been inspired by her family.
Continued from Page 1
Aa a child she was raised Greek
Orthodox and attended Catholic
pared to Madonna or No Doubt," schools. Out of the confusion,
Katsoudas said. "Or to be called she and her brother at a youq
a diva just because I am a age boycotted organized reli·
woman. It seems that any kind gion, but she baa found now that
of strong image is going to be her music reeembles much ofthe
lumped into that category.•
music of the' <>nhodox ehu:rch.
Katsoudas has been perfonn•I learned through the church
ing since she was three years the great tradition of music," abe
old. She began taking ballet and said. •It was alwaye very
as she grew older moved on to depr-.ing and very dark but
modem dance. She was also also veri beautiful. I have realtrained in acting, but what got ized that a lot of my meloc:Uee
her involved in music was strict- resemble the music in the
ly family influence.
ma&l."
"My brother was in a band and
She baa also been influenced
they got into an argument with by and compared to many mod·
the singer," she said. "He called em groups auch as Nine Inch
me saying 'Our singer left. We Nails, the Coeteau Twins, Bjork
need you to come here and sing and Sinead O'Conner.
or else we'll lose our studio
•I can aee the aim.ilaritiee aDd
time.' I told him, 'I'm not a how they have inspired me,•abe
singer' and be said, 'You are said. "These are some of my
now.' So I went and sang for heroes. To be compared to them
him. I was hooked instanta- is completely flattering.•
neously.•
Unlike several artists, Kat-

BAND

eoudid cu hon•tly say her

a..

1!8u1ic II bir Ob..
writel all
ofha' own aonp and lyrics.
"I !WOUldn't want to record
lCJDMlbD8 else's mu.lic,• she said.

-t _.. aa outlet, a way~ get an
of thll out. WritiDc 18
for me.•

u..apy

Kataouda• hopea to produce
an iDdepeadent film for which
she ia CUI'l'8Dtly workinc on the
screenplay. The film will be
about the aperieDC88 abe gone through u a muaidan and
abe also plana on her nut album
being the aouncltrack.
She baa alao juet ftniabed her
firR video, -rorch,• which
should be ftleaii8CIIOOIL
•n wu very low buct,et. I
wanted to clo eomethiDI really
quaint and periOII8l
the ftrat
ftdeo,. abe eaid.
With all of the auddeD exposure, abe ill DOt worried about
luecell aoinl to her head.
Said Kataoudaa: •J am not
doing thil to become f'amoua or a
pop star or a performer.•

ror

REVIEW
Continued from Page 1

for president originally.
"' wu opposed to the candidacy of Dr. Alexander at tint
because of the way he ran Westem Kentucky University, but I

FACULTY
Continued from Page 1

•Jt is our best interest to
recruit and retain quality students,• Rudolph said. "The faculty has responded favorably to
dlia request, and it is now time
for our eft'orts to be rewarded.
"We must be able to attract talented young educators and
retain them, and we muat be able
to retain all of our good faculty at
all academic levels.•
Rudolph also said the faculty
needa.a voice in the University.
"'I want the University to pros-

The Murray State News
April 17, IHI

was impreued by die way he
addreesed the si~ after
becoming president of Murray
State," he said. "I think with the
climate on c:amp~ the reaulte
are to be~ becauee anytime there ate low salaries, people are not happy."
Todd Earwood, SGA

p,_.

or

dent, believe~ the rent• the
rialuation ahould be open.
"'f we are BOinl to review
each other, let's review each
other and put all the cards out
on the table,• he said. -More
people should benefit ftom the
evaJuation than the penon who
ia beiDr evaluated..

per and for the faculty to have a is the conflict between funds
voice in the diraction the Uaiwr- available to tbe Univeraity for
sity ia heading;• he aaicl.
and Uniwrsity prioriThe third candidate, Jame1 tiel. Aa your Regent, I will ask
Willis, started hia career at Mur- that I and/or selected faculty
ray State in 1977 in the educa- become a part of ~ budgettion department. He haa also buildinc proclll, haviDg input
been Faculty Senate preaident.
and feedbMk before it reac:bea
Willis also ~ with the tbe lualataae of being pre18Dted
other candidates that aalariea to *he board, a stage of no
are important in maintaining cbanpe."
good faculty on campus and
All of the eandidatea think the
thinks one of the jobe of the Fac- Paeulty Regent needa to be
ulty Repat is to be part of the accesltie on campua and the
budget-buildiQI procea.
faeulty are. the Univenity and
"Salary ia pal'811l0Wlt," he laid. need a atronpr voice.
"The question of aalaries at
Voting for Paculty Repat will
MSU, that faculty can influence, take place Tuelday.

eaJan.

.................................................................

Saturday, Apri118
11 a.m.

WREN:

WHERE:

Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
Boue oa North Ill

PROUDLY
PRESENTS•••

Singer

To raiie IHBIJ for mueh
needed house improvements

WHY:

(MiniJIIIIm bid of SIS for 3 full houn of work)
~~~ LOVE

mg

to clean stalls, stack hay, wash
cars, and whatever else you can think of."

illiams

,........,

Klein

Brotben of Alpha Gamma Rho

Ml'e d n e• de:..fl

- - . ,va- DOM/No's

1 p.m.

Activity
s , nat" and :Ju"'~
&oartl Posit,._

Campus

Good Luck
to all the
fraternities

·~ •IIIIW.

at the S8A Olflee

participating in

*DMclh• for applleetltas It
noon on tile dey of the
Interview•••

l SpY an

hb.U
Water Wars!

·~lvffJII

Th e Qualified Candidate

experienced
trained
professional
I

t

annual budget of $1 .125 million plus a
20 year debt payment of $347,000 per
year. Protect your investment by voting
for Phil Hazle (B.S. 74', M.S. 78'). Phil
a corrections profeaalonal who has
supported Murray State for over 20
years.
Calloway County deserves an
educated, progressive jailer for the
Mure. Please compare the aa1n1ea1ttonS1
and support Phil Hazle for Jailer.
Students registered to vote who
are leaving Murray before May 26 can
vote after May 7 in the County Clerk's

